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Absract 

The aim of writing this paper is to make an investigation on the heritage of Odaa Bulluq and to 

understand the existence of Gada cultural element as well as the significance of Odaa tree(sycamore) in 

relation to the socio- political, cultural and religious spheres Oromo. The traditional Oromo government 

Gada system had been declining in the second half of nineteenth century in many parts of Oromia, 

including western part of the region Horro Guduru wollega. However, particularly in Horro Guduru 

Wollega the Gada culture has been re established again at Odaa Bulluq, having its full structure and 

element. Nevertheless, a historical investigation has not been conducted in the area, since it is one of the 

major centers of Gada in Oromia as well as known heritage site. Besides, the functions of Odaa tree in 

relation to the socio- political, cultural and religious spheres Oromo is rarely treated in Oromo 

literature. So, this thesis tries to fill this gap as much as possible by examining different collected data 

sources. So to realize the intended objectives, the researcher employed qualitative research approach. 

Important data sources for the study were collected from both primary and  secondary  sources. like 

interview and document analysis respectively. 

The analysis of the study witnessed, though there was interruption in the past, there is practice of Gada- 

the Oromo indigenous and participatory government under Odaa Bulluq tree with its structure and 

element. To this end, this Gada government can be implemented under its office called  odaa tree. Hence, 

in another meaning Gada can be meaningful if and only if, there is Odaa tree ( holy sycamore). Because 

the Odaa is the center of Gada where law making process and Gada assembly carried out  which are 

inseparable. Accordingly, as it was revealed in the study, in the Oromo culture, Odaa tree had many 

implications and values. For instance, it is considered as asign of identity, fertility and a mirror of 

culture, governance, ritual system etc.  

The study also explores about the ritual system undergoing at Odaa Bulluq tree. For instance, Irrecha, 

kallacha, vow and Oath. These are elements of ritual and conflict resolution processes preformed by the 

Gada system politics and culture  was long practiced at Odaa Bulluq. Finally, the analysis of the study 

shows with regard to the current situation of Odaa Bulluq, the active participation of stakeholders, 

including the governmental and nongovernmental organization in the conservation and management 

system of Odaa Bulluq would help the sustainability of the culture as strong heritage undoubtedly for the 

future generation. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Back ground of the study 

The Oromo are one of the Cushitic speaking peoples and the largest ethnic group in the horn of 

Africa.
1Besides, It is one  of  the  most  numerous  nations  in  Africa  which  enjoys  a 

homogenous  culture  and  shares  a  common  language,  history  and  descent  and  once  shared 

common political, religious and legal system called Gadaa system.
2
 Although the Oromo have  a 

variety of wonderful cultures, and rich in its own history much emphasis has not been given in its 

historical investigation . According to Mulugeta , “The Oromo  are  one  of  the  major  peoples 

of  Ethiopia with  a  very  rich  history  and  culture. They  are  however  one  of  the  least  

studied  peoples."
3
 

Before delving into  the  culture of Oromo it is better to see the close relationship between 

human culture and environment, because most of the time they are interdependent. The intimate 

contact between human and the very natural environment had eventually been brought to exist 

since the very beginning of human  form a social group within themselves. It is thought that the 

early human ancestors started to understand their surroundings on which they had depended to 

survive and made use of the earth's properties.  

Researchers from many different other scholarly disciplines have  tried their best to explore and 

explain the relationships between humans and their environment stating that it depends on the 

people's perception of the natural landscape. Though in the modern world, influenced by the 

powerful impact of industrialization, we tend to see nature as something to be dominated and 

                                                           
1
Alemayehu Haile, et al, Gada system, the politics of Tulema Oromo Addis Ababa: Oromia Culture and Tourism, 

2002, p.114. 
2
Gada Melba, et al,Oromia: An Introduction. Khartoum, Sudan,1988,p.1.  

3
Mulugeta  Nagaasaa.,“Documentation  of  Sera  Sinqe: " An  Oromo  Alternative  Conflict Resolution Mechanism  

in  Kofale PhD  Term Peper.Addis Ababa University,1990.  

4Goucher candice, charles LeGuin, and Linda walton. In the balance: Themes in world history"changing 

Enviroments  
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controlled by human effort; early human cultures were shaped and informed by an awareness of 

the power of nature.
4
 

Though there was and still is a big debate regarding which more affects the other among the two 

as a determinant factor to each other, the relationship and interdependence between human 

`culture (Nurture) and the environment (Nature) remained inevitable. While environment 

includes the natural surrounding such as the land, forests, water, animals (or the land and all its 

inhabitants), culture is composed of the values, norms, beliefs, languages, arts, technology, 

knowledge and/or generally all the products of human capability.  

Therefore, humans starting from depending on some  elements of the environment for shelter and 

food sources, enjoy their ritual life by the attachments they built in forming different religious 

and political practices as well as artistic expressions along the forests, trees, river banks (rivers) 

and others. Hence, according to Alemayehu, Oromo religious ceremonies and Gada ritual 

practices such as Irressa, ateetee, nabi, boranticha, dhibayyuu, garanfata, ayyana, wedaja, and 

prayers, etc, are performed at the big river basin, big mountains, large water bodies, under the 

shade of big trees like Odaa. Although the aforementioned areas are considered as holy places, 

the religious and political centers of the Oromo have been remained under the Odaa trees
5
.  

Though Odaa tree was heritage site of Oromo culture, in - depth  study has not been done by 

researcher's. As a result of this, the researcher was  forced  to make an investigation by refering 

Odaa Bulluq mainly focusing  on Odaa tree - center of Gada, it's socio- political and religious 

value for Oromo in general and the   existence and practice of Gada element in particular in Odaa 

Bulluq. 

1.2. Statement of the problem 

Although different historical research attempts have been made on Gada system by different 

scholars , much emphasis has not been given on the investigation of Odaa- center of Gada with 

regard to its function's and values. In addition to this, it is already known that the Gada system 

has declined as a result of several factors in the  second half of nineteenth century with the 

                                                           
4
Goucher Candice, Charles LeGuin, and Linda Walton. In the Balance: Themes in World History “Changing 

Environments, Changing Societies.” 1998. 
 

5
Alemayehu Haile, Gada system, the politics of Tulema Oromo Addis Ababa: Oromia Culture and Tourism 

center,2002, p. 78.  
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coming of Christianity, Islam and  modern administration system and the weakness of internal 

political structure
6
 

However this Gada came to be restored recently with the establishment of Gada council at 

Bishoftu. Accordingly the five odaa emblems and sacred trees for the Oromo are where the Gada 

meetings take place, review the laws and revise it every eight years. Furthermore, from the five 

oda sites still existing in Oromia region Oda Bulluq is selected to take an investigation by the 

researcher to make an enquiry about the existence of the Gada socio- cultural element and the 

value of Odaa tree. Because, Odaa Bulluq and the culture of Gada had been stopped by the 

imposition of central administration and weakness of Gada political structure.
7
 

 Besides, the researcher seeks to conduct an investigation on the significance of Oda tree 

(sycamore)in the socio- cultural, political and religious affairs of Oromo. The reason behind the  

investigation has not been done extensively on Gada socio- cultural element in Oda bulluq as 

well as on cultural, political and religious  significance of Odaa in relation to Gada for the 

Oromo nation  in general  and Horro Oromo in  particular by referring Oda Bulluq. Due to this 

reason, this study tries to fill this gap. In this research, attempts were made to address the 

following basic research questions. 

1.   Does the socio- political, cultural, and religious activities of  Gada elements exist in Odaa 

Bulluq? 

2.  What is the cultural, political and religious  significance of odaa tree (sycamore) in relation to 

Gada system for the Oromo people in general and Horro Oromo of Odaa Bulluq in 

particular? 

3.   How does Irrecha ceremony manage to exist together  with Gada  culture in odaa bulluq? 

4.   How does the Odaa tree (sycamore) contribute to the peaceful co–existence of different 

Horro Oromo clans and sub clans as a result of its existence in the study area? 

5.   What were the major challenges to Odaa Bulluq in the past? 

                                                           
6
unpo.org/members 17917 Feb, 2015. 

 

7
www.thereporter ethiopia.com/content/gada- indigenous- governance- system Dec,3,2016. 
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6.   Does conservation management program has been made for the heritage of Odaa bulluq? 

7.   What is the current condition of Odaa Bulluq? 

1.3. General objectives 

The General object of the study is to make an investigation on the heritage of Odaa Bulluq and to 

understand the existence of Gada cultural element as well as the significance of Odaa tree 

(sycamore) in relation to the socio- political, cultural and religious spheres of the Oromo. 

1.4. Specific Objectives 

 To describe  the politico- religious significance of Oda tree(sycamore) in relation to Gada  for 

the Oromo nation  in general  and Horro Oromo in  particular - with reference to  Oda Bulluq; 

 To analyze the conservation management system of Oda Bulluq as cultural heritage;    

 To identify the way Gada system operates in Horro Guduru Wollega Zone; 

 To show the change and continuity in the Irrecha ceremony  at Odaa Bulluq; and 

 To evaluate the current political condition at Odaa Bulluq and suggest possible solutions. 

1.5. Significance of the study 

It is obvious that any society has its own peculiar history, culture and philosophy. Likewise, it is 

undeniable that the Oromo people have their own history, culture and philosophy. Generally 

speaking the Gada system is the known Oromo socio-political and cultural institution that had 

existed long before the 16th century. This Gada culture was practiced under Oda tree. According 

to Dereje, shade of the Odaa was both the centraloffice of Gada government where the Gadaa 

assembly met and was a sacred place  for ritual practices.
8
.  

So, having knowledge about Odaa -center of Gada, in relation to Gada in Oromo context is very 

valuable for sustaining the culture as a heritage for generation. So an  investigation on Oda Bulluq 

would be very essential. On one hand, the study would help to provide supportive evidence, for 

                                                           
8
Dereje H. The historical significance of Odaa Tree with a special reference to Walabu.Published by STAR 

Journal.2012, p.81. 
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those who are eager to visit the culture of Gada elements practiced in Oda Bulluq. On the other 

hand, the paper will also be valuable in providing necessary knowledge, for individuals who want 

to make different analysis for further study, about the Oda (sycamore tree) and the way  Gada 

culture operates in Oromia region in general and Horro Guduru Wollega in particular.  

In addition, the study would help to provide supplementary reference for the society, who have 

information gap with regard to Odaa- center of Gada, its socio- cultural, political and religious 

value for Oromo in connection with Gada system in general and referring oda Bulluq in particular. 

The assessment have its own contribution for researcher's, who want to conduct additional  

historical survey about heritage of  Odaa Bulluq, and its Socio- cultural , political and religious  

affairs on the Gada, including the value of Odaa. 

1.6. Scope of the study 

The study focuses on an investigation on the heritage of Oda Bulluq, it is one of the five sacred 

Oda centers of Gada existing in Oromia region. The researcher has limited himself to make an 

investigation on this area because of some reasons. These are: like shortage of time and 

resources. Besides this, it would be very difficult to hold the five Oda's -center of Gada by single 

research since the size of  the topic is vast and it is very problematic for the researcher to conduct 

in depth analysis. As it is already known, the Gada system which is carried out under the Oda 

tree, cannot be explained by single sentence since the term is very wide and holds critical 

information, about the Oromo history, politics and religion.   

According to Asmaro legesse,''The term Gada cannot be given a univocal interpretation. It stands 

for several ideas. It is, first of all, the concept stand in the whole way of life that is the subject of 

our study.
9
'' From this statement one can deduce that the Oromo government- Gada holds variety 

of concepts and multi- functions. So, the study was limited to Oromia regional state Horro 

Guduru Wollega Zone in Horro woreda particularly, the area of Odaa Bulluq site which is 15 km 

away from Shambu, the Zonal town, and 324kms from Addis Ababa. 

                                                           
9
Asmarom Legesse, Gada: Three Approaches to the Study of African Society, (New York: Free Press), 1973. 7 
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1.7. Limitation of the study 

It is obvious that any researcher would come up  with some sort of problems while he/she carried 

out any investigation. While this thesis was conducted, the researcher has faced some problems.  

Firstly, there was time constraint during an assessment., The researcher was conducting  this 

thesis while doing his regular work so, there was shortage of time. Secondly, the distance 

between the work place of the researcher and place of study is 120 km far apart, so this was 

problematic for the researcher because of inaccessibility of transport system which is related 

with lack of asphalted road. Thirdly,  since the researcher was self sponsored to some extent  he 

had faced financial problems  during the study. Fourthly, there was shortage of reference books 

and ample literature since the researcher is far from resource center. Even though, all these are 

largely problems in the study, the researcher made great effort to manage the problems as much 

as possible by utilizing all his capabilities and energy for the successful accomplishment of the 

study.  

1.8. Research Methods 

1.8.1. Data sources 

Important data for this research was collected from both primary and secondary sources. The 

primary data was collected from informants through interviews and observations. As far as 

interview was concerned, informants were selected based on their knowledge about the culture 

and the socio- political and religious activities on going in Oda bulluq and the Gada system. 

Besides, the secondary sources that was taken for this study was information obtained from 

woreda and Zonal cultural and tourism office.  These are different literatures that would support 

the thesis like, hand out and so on. Moreover, scholarly works, different thesis, PhD 

dissertations, and reference books, journals, in general published and unpublished sources have 

been utilized to develop the thesis. So the researcher has consulted both primary and secondary 

data sources for the study. 

1.8.2. Interview 

Interview  is  the  major  method  of  data  collection  techniques  in  qualitative  research. It is 

very helpful to elicit first hand information from informants. Interview leads to more extensive 
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process that enable participants to construct more sophisticated and detailed account of their 

situation enabling them to see interactions and activities within which problematic events are 

played out.
10

.  Therefore, in this research, formal, informal and in -depth interviews were 

employed. To this end, in the data collection process a total of 20 individuals were interviewed to 

collect the required data, out of this five were the Abba Gada members. All the information 

gathered was cross checked, analyzed and interpreted.  

1.8.3. Organization of the Paper 

This paper was organized into six chapters. The organization, as well as the arrangement of these 

chapters and its topics depended as much as possible on, the logical arrangement of thesis 

writing and on the basis of the nature of the topics as well as historical sequences of events. The 

last chapter some parts of it holds conclusion and recommendation which are also the descriptive 

part of the analysis of the study. 

1.9. Description of the study area 

1.9.1. History of the Horro woreda 

Horro woreda is one of the districts found in Horro Guduru Wollega Zone. In this district there 

are twenty two kebeles and one town. Concerning population size as compared to other woreda's  

of the Zone,  it is one of the most populous in the area. The woreda statistical data shows that 

there are about 48,895 males and 48,874 females that formed a total population of 97,769 people.  

The big city of the district is called Sekela. Later on, Shambu the Zonal town began to serve as 

the other political seat of Horro woreda, because the town is surrounded by Horro Woreda. The 

district is far from Addis Ababa city administration to the west, at a distance of 324 km. From 

the Horro Guduru Wollega -Zone woreds, Horro woreda is bounded by Abbay Choman to the 

east, Abe Dongoro to the west, Jarada Jarte and Amahara regional state to the North,and Jimma 

Ganati to the south. 

 

 

                                                           
10

Stringer, Ernest T. Action Research.Third Edition. New Delhi: SAGE Publications. 2007,p. 83. 
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1.9.2. The Geographical Setting of Horro Oromo 

Regarding geographical setting and population distribution of Horro woreda, some of the Horro 

areas are sparsely populated and others are densely populated. The result of this population 

distribution was emanated from, the topography of the land and the deliberate action for a sake 

of political administration. Even though, majority of the inhabitants of the  population in the 

Horro wored are Oromo people, there are also few inhabitants like Amhara and other ethnic 

groups. Accordingly, Afan Oromo language is widely spoken by the people in the area.(source: 

taken from Horro woreda cultural and tourism bureau) 

1.9.3. The culture of the People 

Any society in the world has its own identity that reflects its culture and its own  philosophy that 

makes it unique from others. Likewise, the Oromo Horro have their own attractive culture. For 

instance,koree walgargarsa(supportive committee) like:Iddir,Uqubcoffee ceremony, supportive 

committee in times of problem, shouldering one's problems in group, etc. Besides, this the 

people had developed the culture of eating and drinking in harmony, marriage custom, culture of 

sharing sorrow and happiness, work ethics, religious system, celebrating holy days in harmony. 

Though, culture is complex in the living standard of the society, it is very important and not as 

such difficult to implement  it. So, one cannot put a single definition for the meaning of culture. 

According to Harris,(2007:10) "Culture  taken  in  its  wide ethnographic sense is that complex 

whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law,  custom  and  any  other  capabilities  

and  habits  acquired by  man  as  a  member of society."So from this idea one can understand 

that culture holds comprehensive elements of ideas, rules and regulations performed in the 

society. As indicated earlier, Oromo Horro have this type of cultural symbol. 

1.9.4. The Horro Woreda and its People 

The Oromo people can be divided in to two major groups. These are: Borana and Barentu. The 

Borana group can be divided in to, three major groups, Northern Borana, Southern Borana, and 

Guji. Accordingly, the northern Borena can be divided in to two major clans these are , Tulama 

and Macca. Macca had six sons, out of this Jaawwii is one So, Horro Oromo was one of the 

branches / descendants of Jaawwi-Macca. 
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1.9.5. Religion 

In the Horro distirict there are many religions. These are Waaqeffata, Protestantism, Orthodox 

Christianity, and Islam religions. The people of the district are mainly followers of Waaqeffata 

religion. This religion was carried out under the shade of Odaa Bulluq tree. As far as other 

religion is concerned there had been temple houses to perform their religious ceremonies. 

1.9.6. Economy 

In order to improve the status of its living conditions and withstand problems in the day to day 

life, the Horro Oromo used to engage in different economic activities. These economic activities 

are: agriculture, trade and different crafts. 

1.9.6.1. Agriculture 

Agriculture is one of the dominant economic activity not only in Horro Oromo woreda but also 

in the country. Agriculture includes, cultivation of crops and rearing of animals. Regarding 

cultivation of crops, the Horro Oromo mainly produced crops like: teff, wheat, maize, barely, 

beans, peas, nug, telba, selit, ajja, coffee etc. Likewise, vegetables and fruits like orange, 

cabbage, mango, koki, carot, onion are produced widely. In addition, like other people the people 

of Horro Oromo are widely engaged in the raring of domestic animals like, cattle, horses, mules, 

donkeys, chicken, sheep, goats, etc. (source:taken  from Horro wored Tourism and  cultural 

bureau, taken may 2010 E.c). 

1.9.6.2. Trade 

The other economic sector of Horro Woreda is trade. Trade in a sense is selling and buying of 

goods. So in the district the majority of the people engaged in trade are urban residents. Besides, 

sometimes the rural people are also involved in commercial activities. Items of trade carried out 

in the district are different materials. For instance, food items, cattle, milk, meat, textile skins and 

hides. 
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1.9.6.3. Hand crafts 

In addition to agriculture and trade the Horro Oromo people are engaged in handicraft activities 

to improve their living conditions. So this hand craft activities like welding metals (spear, wegel, 

Maresha, hand axe, knife, table, chair, agilgil, yoke, and other traditional clothes.(source: taken  

from Horro wored Tourism and  cultural bureau, on may 2010 E.c) 

1.9.7. Climate 

The climatic conditions of Horro woreda can be divided in to three. These are, Dega,woina 

Dega, and Kolla. Regarding the temperature, the Dega forms49.8%, Woina Dega 48.96% and 

Kolla 1.24% of the Horro woreda. So in the district there are variations of temperature, the 

highest, middle and lowest temperature can be observed as we can see from the explanation. 

1.9.8. The major Heritage sites of the Zone 

Horro Guduru Wollega Zone had many heritage sites. From these heritage sites some of them are 

Odaa Bulluq, Gooda Imbaaboo, Cittu Kokor( kokor Island), Holqa Birbirsa Ganjii,(Birbirsa 

Ganji cave) Haroo Finca'aa,(Fincha lake) Haroo Amartii Nashee,( Amartii Nashee lake) Bosona 

Caatoo,(caato forest), laga Abbaayyaa (Mormor), Qilee Qumburoo, Laga Garchii (Garchi lake), 

and dhagaa Qeerroo. In addition to this major Gada centers of the Zone next to Odaa Bulluq, 

there are Gada centers in other woreda's. They are listed us: Gadaa Baha Kaarraa, Odaa Jimma, 

Odaa Naffuro, Odaa Ganji and Ejersa Qobbo. These odaa centers are found in different woreda's 

of the Zone. Accordingly, people used to conserve as much as possible because they are 

recognized as centers of cultural heritage where Gada system is ongoing. From the above 

mentioned heritage sites some of them are elaborated below with pictures. 

1.9.8.1. Odaa Bulluq 

Odaa Bulluq is one of the heritage sites of the Zone which was well recognized by Oromia 

Tourism and cultural bureau. Accordingly, it is the place where Gada system was carried out 

representing Horro Oromo and the population of the Zone. Odaa Bullq the place where caffee 

Bulluq is practiced is 15km from the Shambu Zonal town. It is a center of Gada for fourteen 

offsprings of Horro and since antiquity it was called Burqa Bulluq. However, recently it was 
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changed to Odaa Bulluq (detailed explanation would be given in the following chapter, since, it 

is the focus of my study). 

 

Figure 1: Photograph of Odaa Bulluq, it was taken on May 20, 2010,  from its source 

1.9.8.2. Cittu Kokor(kokor Island) 

It is a historical place found in the center of Amarti Lake. The lake was a manmade lake found 

north of Fincha lake. Its creation between the two plateaus helped greatly for the attraction of 

Tourismin the area.This kokor has got the name of island after Amarti Dam was constructed for 

generating of hydro Electric power. Sometimes it is called as Dirre kokor(kokor field), and the 

area is covered by natural forest. According to historical evidence this island was known as the 

place of a battle ground between Abiishe Garaba (Horro king) and the Gojjame people, which 

resulted in the defeat and surrender of Abishe.  
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Figure 2:   Photograph of Kokor Island taken in 20/10 2010 

1.9.8.3. Fincha, Nashe and Amarti lakes 

This lakes are found in Horro Guduru Wollega Zones between Horro and Abby Chomen 

Woredas.This Lakes are manmade dam constructed in plain land by the federal government to 

generate hydro electric power. In addition to generating hydro electric power, it has been serving 

for boat transportation, Irrigation schemes and site of tourism. However, the required value has 

not been gaining now. So it is recommended by manypeople that the concerned body has to do to 

bring the required value.(Source Horro cultural and Tourism bureau) 
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A. Fincha Lake  

 

B. Nashe Lake                                                                              C. Amarti lake 

Figure 3:  Picture taken from source may 20, 2010 
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CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

An investigation on the heritage of Odaa Bulluq has not been studied properly yet.  However, 

there were attempts made by some individuals on study area. In this part of investigation an 

attempt was made by the researcher to review the available published and unpublished sources, 

for the study.Hence, in this section some related valuable topics are added and treated as  a body 

of a research  to develop a thesis. As an introductory it dealt with the historical identity of Oromo, 

the Macha Oromo, and Oromo religious and political identity. Besides, it mainly focuses on the 

elements of Gada system and its government, including Irrecha ceremony, as well as Oromo 

traditional religion. Finally, the political and religious significance of Odaa tree (holy sycamore) 

in Oromo society were treated well in the literature part.  

2.1. Historical identity of Oromo  

Ethiopia is a country of very diverse nations, nationalities and peoples having their respective 

languages, cultures, customs, and way of life. A unity in diversity based on tolerance, mutual 

respect and cooperation, is possible only and only when the true history of these diverse peoples 

is written.
11

 

The Oromo are the single largest ethnic group in the Horn of Africa.
12

They occupy a land that 

extends from northeastern Ethiopia to east central Kenya and from the Sudan in the west and 

Somalia in the east. They speak a common language, categorized as eastern Cushitic.
13

 It seems 

that within the present day Ethiopia alone, the Oromo account either majority or a good half of 

the total population.
14

 Other sources also state that the Oromo are one of Cushitic speaking 
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people who constitute 40% of Ethiopian total population and they are also one of the major 

peoples with single largest national groups in the horn of Africa united by language, culture, 

custom, and way of life, historical experience and indigenous  administration system known 

asGada government. For instance, Dereje strengths this fact by saying "the Oromo are one of 

largest national groups in the horn of Africa united by language, culture, custom, and way of life, 

which had Gada system of administration. So the Gada system was the constitution of the 

society, through which the Oromo administered their people, defended territory, maintained and 

developed their economy.”
15

As already mentioned some scholars do not have the same opinion 

on the Oromo population. However, the majority agreed that, they are Cushitic speaking people 

who have common language and homogenous culture like Gada system. 

According to writers like Gusarova, the Oromo origin, history, identity and expansion against the 

Ethiopian Christian states in the late 16th and in the first half of the 17th century played a 

particular role in  Ethiopian history.So, the Oromo are people who spread across the vast 

territories of North East Africa and apart from Ethiopia also live in North Kenya, in Eritrea, and 

Sudan.
16

 

According to Bassi (1996), quoted in Solomon, various points of view also exist on the question 

of the origin of the Oromo. Two of them are the following. "In the middle of the 20th century the 

main theory also shared by Heberland, was that the Oromo originated from the table land of Bale 

in the west of Ethiopia. In more recent times this theory was re-elaborated and deepened by 

Mohammed Hasen who argued that the famous expansion of the Oromo was in fact a way back 

to the territories that had already been occupied by them in the past."
17

 

Alemayehu also discusses that some linguistic studies revealed the Cushitic identity of the 

Oromo with very better clear explanations. He also asserts that there are thoughts that also had 

long confirmed the pre-16the century presence of the Oromo in the Northern Ethiopia 
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particularly, around the upper course of Tekeze River and Lake Ashange.
18

 Furthermore, various 

ethnologists and historians have tried to identify different areas as the places where the Oromo 

developed or differentiated into its own community of people. To this end, writers like Almeida, 

agree that before the sixteenth century, the people lived in different parts of present day central 

part of south Ethiopia, particularly in Sidamo and historical Bali.
19

 

Where ever the place this people had expanded, it can be understood that there existed one 

system of governance that they had long practiced along with their presence. According to 

Asmarom Leggesses, there is some historical evidence that in the sixteenth century one system 

of Gadaa class governed over a major part of the Afaan Oromo speaking community. Between 

the seventeenth and the nineteenth centuries however the major division of the society, drifted 

apart each evolving slightly different version of the Gada institution. The occurrence of the 

major division in the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries resulted in various consequences 

faced by certain cultural elements. That is while some regions remain under the dominance of the 

Oromo people's culture and traditions, in some other areas it failed under the dominance of other 

cultural groups such as the Amhara.
20

 

2.2. The Maccaa Oromo 

Long before their expansion the Oromo were divided into two confederacies; the Barentu and 

Borana. During the time of expansion they expanded into two adjacent directions. The Barentu 

mainly expanded to the areas presently called Hararghe, Arsi, Wallo and northern and eastern 

Shawa; and the Borena mainly expanded to the areas presently called western Shawa, Kaffa, 

Gamu Goffa, Sidamo, Illubabor, Wallaga, and the Gibe regions by using their superior cavalry, 

surprise attack and better organization, that the gada system afforded.
21

Before they have formed  

their respective Gada centers, the Maccaa and Tulama had  one Gadaa center located  at Oda  

Nabe in Fatagar,  in  present  day  Duukam and share a common Caffee and common laws.
22

The 
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fact of common  law was  symbolized by the common Bokkuu. Bokkuu is a wooden scepter 

made up of olive tree used as a symbol of political power and expression of unity.
23

 

However, according to Tesema, the  Macha  eventually  separated from  Tulama  and established  

their  center at the hill of Tute Bisil Osole, known as  Oda Bisil. It was located in the upper Gibe 

basin between Gedo, Bilo and Gibe River. This site was used as a strategic place to further 

expand into the areas they  finally  dominated.  With  further  expansion  of  the  Macha,  Odaa  

Bisil  no  longer served as a common Gada center for the group; instead various local Bokkuu 

centers(Odaa centers- like Odaa Bulluq and others)were established. Currently, the Macha 

dominated  the land between  the Abbay River in the North, the Gojeb River in the South, and 

the Dabus and Tulu Walal in the West.
24

 

After they were separated from the Tulama, the Macca Oromo  formed  two  confederations:  the 

Afre (the  confederacy  of  the  four)  and  the Sadacha (the confederation of the three) who 

began to intensify their expansion in all directions. The Sadacha settled to the south and 

southeastern of Oda Bisil (in the present day western Showa) and spread over the Gibe region 

and established the five Oromo Gibe kingdoms in the first half of the nineteenth century. The 

Afre, on the other hand, settled to the south and southwest of Oda Bisil, in the present day 

Ilubabora and Wallaga zones of Oromo national regional state as well as Wembera and Gojjam 

zones of Amhara national regional state and established the Oromo kingdoms of Leqa-Naqamte 

and Leqa-Qellem in the mid-nineteenth century in the Wallaga region.
25

Alemayehu,  has also  

indicated  that  the Maccaa Oromo  are  divided  into  Guduru, Jawwii,  Horro,  Limmu,  Leeqaa,  

and other  sub-clans. Oda Bulluq which is found in Horo  district, is  a  subject  of  this study.
26
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2.3. Oromo political and religious identity 

As far as the Oromo political and religious identity is concerned , it is better to consider the 

Oromo Gada institution. According to some writers, "The Gada system is a complex institutional 

organization that embraced the Oromo peoples‟ political, social, economic and religious life in 

entirety. The Oromo had and still have many indigenous systems of teaching and learning, 

peacemaking, religious systems and worldviews. They have indigenous systems of co-

operations, integrations and regulations. The religious and cultural songs and other systems of 

expressions reveal the society‟s indigenous worldviews, religious systems, organizational 

principles and social motives.
27

 

Like other African societies, the Oromo were followers of traditional religion known as  

Waaqeffana. The name for Supreme Being is called Waaqa and they believe in Sky God before 

the advent of Christianity.
28

 In addition, There is ample historical and ethnographic evidence to 

suggest that the Oromo have a common past identity as a people/nation. Bulcha stated that "The 

sociological and historical concept of a nation further witnesses they are cultural and linguistic 

communities, which possesses a territory of its own.”
29

 

In Assafa's statement, Oromo political identity was described as under the Gada republic of 

historic Oromia. Between the sixteenth and the mid seventieth century, all Oromo were living 

under one Gada administration. In the Gada republic, the Oromo people were organized around 

political, economic, social, cultural, and religious institutions on regional and national levels. 

Between 1522- 1618, with their increased population and extended territories, different Oromo 

groups started to form autonomous Gada governments.
30
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Accordingly, being a unique political group, the Oromo had been in association and links with 

other nations. In that case, Assafa clarifies that “historically, while establishing autonomous local 

governments, the Oromo formed alliances, federations, and confederations to maintain their 

political and cultural solidarity and to defend their security and interest from their common 

enemies.”
31

 The development of class within Oromo society in some areas and external factors 

such as Egyptian occupation of Harar in 1875 and 1885, European interest in the region and 

territorial expansion by the Ethiopian imperial government, the emergence of an Oromo 

collaborative class, and the spread of Islam and Christianity undermined the political, military, 

and ritual/spiritual roles of the Gadaa system in some parts of Oromia. Though the institutions 

were weakened, some elements of Oromo democratic values still exist in areas where the Gadaa 

system was suppressed. In its modified form, the system is still practiced among the Borana, 

Guji, and Tulama, helping in maintaining peace, exchanging knowledge of society, and 

practicing rituals among some moieties and groups.
32

 

2.4. The Gada system and its meaning 

According to many researchers the Gada system have variety of meanings, so it is impossible to 

give a single definition for Oromo Gada system. It is a very huge institution that holds critical 

and secret information. It is a respected administrative system historically related with the system 

of democracy, and deals with mainly the socio- political, cultural and a religious system of 

Oromo.
33

 Gada is derived from   the term Gaaddisa (shelter or shade that protects from the heat 

of the sun). The name might have also been given owing to the democratic principles  of  the 

institution since it provided indisputable protection for the members.
34

It is a system as a whole 
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that provided the machinery for democratic rule and enjoyment of maximum liberty for the 

people.
35

 

According to Legesse, the Gada government developed by the Oromo organizes and orders 

society around political, economic, social, cultural, and religious institutions. It is the system of 

classes that succeed each other every eight years in assuming military, economic, political, and 

ritual responsibilities. Each Gada class remains in power during a specific term that begins and 

ends with a formal transfer ceremony. The system has the principles of checks and balances 

(through periodic succession of every eight years), and division of power (among executive, 

legislative, and judicial branches), balanced opposition (among five parties), and power sharing 

between higher and lower administrative organs to prevent power from falling into the hands of 

despots.
36

 

The Gada system is self-sufficient system, which has influenced every aspect of Oromo life. It is 

a system that organizes the Oromo society into groups that assume different responsibilities in 

the society every eight years. There are five Gadas in a cycle of 40 years. The five Gadas in the 

cycle have names that vary slightly from region to region. There are Gada officials during each 

cycle with different responsibilities. The officials serve the society for eight years and then 

transfer their power to people in the next cycle. Gada system has guided the religious, social, 

political, and economic life of Oromo for many years. It has also served as a base of democratic 

and egalitarian political system.
37

People regarded the Gada system as their common heritage and 

as one of their major identity makers. The system has long been practiced by the Borena, Guji, 

Karayu, Tulama, Arsi, Ittu, Humbana, Afran Qallo, Akichu, Macha, and Gabra clans of the 

Oromo Nation.
38

 

As a cultural heritage, the Oromo Gada system used to serve as an instrument for conflict 

resolution process with other ethnic groups for peaceful co-existence. In line with this, some 
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writers stated"The Oromo have indigenous systems of resolving social, economic and political 

conflicts by using Gada system. They have been using these systems to live in peaceful co-

existence with neighboring tribal and ethnic groups and to negotiate or redefine their 

relationships."
39

In addition, Homann et al.,stated"the Borana use their Gada leadership to avoid 

conflict over water resources."
40

 

As Workeneh quoted, (TonLeus 1995) the concept Gada has different meanings. First, it refers to 

the Oromo social system as a whole. Secondly, it is used to refer to the sixth grade of the system 

in which the elected members of the grade have ritual and political responsibilities for a period of 

eight years. Thirdly, it refers to a calendar period of eight years. Fourthly, it is used to refer to a 

person belonging to the class which occupies the grade.
41

 

According to the Borena oral historians, the Gada system did not begin in Oromo lands in the 

sixteenth century. The Oromo people had developed the principles of the Gada system in the 

distant past. However, owing to the introduction of modern religions, particularly Islam in 

Oromo lands, the people decided to ignore the Gada system and follow the new religion for 

about 72 years. The Oromo people reintroduced the Gadaa system in 1457 with the new Abbaa 

Gadaa Gadayo Galgalo (1457-1465) after noting that the new religion was harmful to their 

society and culture.
42

 

Major Oromo clans have established the centers of their Gada at several places based on their 

territorial settlement. The Borana and the Gabra Oromo established their Gada centres at Gumi 

Gayo and Arero in Borana Zone, the Guji at Me'e Bokko and Nura in Guji Zone, the Tulama at 
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Oda Nabe and the Karrayu at Hora Sama in East Shoa Zone, the Macha at Oda Bisil in West 

Shoa and Oda Bulluq in Horro Guduru wallaga, the Arsi at Oda Roba in Bale Zone, the Ituu and 

Humbana at Oda Bultum in West Hararghe.
43

 

Even though, the Gada system had declined in the last decade of 19
th

century due to different 

factors, some elements of Gada are still practiced in southern and some regions of Oromia . The 

Gada system was the pillar of Oromo culture and civilization, and it helped Oromo's develop 

democratic political, economic, social, and religious institutions for many centuries. The Gada 

political system and military organization enabled Oromo to defend themselves against enemies 

who were competing with them for land, water, and power for many centuries.
44

 

2.5. The Meaning and concept of Irrecha 

Like other ethnic groups in the world, throughout long history the Oromo  have developed their 

own culture, identity, religious cult and ritual performances. The Oromo believed that there is 

and there will always be, only one God, or Waaqa tokko. It is unique universal creator and 

master. They see his manifestations in the great forces of nature, without mistaking them for him. 

However, comprehensive understanding of the Oromo culture, politics and other living social 

heritages can be attained through close examination of the Gada system. By the same token, one 

can fully understand and analyze Irrecha ceremony from the view point of its relations to Gada 

system and Qaalluu institution.
45

 

Though, the aim of writing this paper is a comprehensive analysis of the existence of Gada 

element(at odaa  Bulluq) and the value of Odaa tree for the Oromo, it is better to consider the 

Oromo Irrecha ritual ceremony which have close tie with Gada system, that is carried out mostly 

under the Odaa tree. 
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Irrecha means literally thanks giving, worshipping and praying to the waaqa or the universal 

creator through cultural practices. It is a celebration where people get together and perform their 

prayers at river or mountain areas. This Irrecha ritual ceremony contains in itself religious 

cultural and philosophical world view which admires the miraculous spiritual powers of Waaqa 

and relates the living secret of generation. The ever greenness and productivity of plants, the 

regeneration of life and the replacement of the old by the new, death and resurrection of fruits is 

likened and related to the wisdom of Waaqa.
46

 

While the ceremony is ongoing, the fathers of Oromo religion and the people, keeping fresh 

grass and flowers, perform their prayers and thank their God going to mountains, to sea or to 

river bank. They move to the top of mountains or bank of seas or rivers not to worship 

the mountains or rivers and seas. Rather to distract themselves from any noise and to worship 

their God (Waaqa) with concentration. And they go to lakes and rivers because they believe that 

green is holy, water is life and the places are peaceful where the spirit of God is found. In the 

Oromo culture, the rainy season is considered as the symbol of darkness. At the beginning of 

September, the darkness is gone, rivers run shallower and cleaner, and the mud is gone. As 

sunshine rules the land, the Oromo people of Ethiopia go out to celebrate this great natural cycle 

with the spirit of worshiping God ( Waaqa). So, Irreecha today is, Thanksgiving holiday of the 

Oromo people in Ethiopia.
47

 

The Oromo people celebrate Irreechaa to thank Waaqaa (God) for the blessings and mercies they 

have received throughout the previous year. The thanksgiving is celebrated at the sacred ground 

of Oromia including under Oda tree. The Irreechaa festival is celebrated every year at the 

beginning of Birraa (the sunny new season after the dark, rainy summer season). Irrecha is 

celebrated not only in Oromia but also, around the world where diaspora Oromo's live especially 

North America and Europe.
48
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The Oromo people consider the rainy season of June to September as the time of difficulty. The 

heavy rain brings with it lots of things like swelling rivers and floods that may drown people, 

cattle, crop, and flood homes. Also, family relationship will severe during rain as they can‟t visit 

each other because of swelling rivers. In addition, the rainy season could be a time of hunger for 

some because of the fact that previous harvest collected in January is running short and new 

harvest is not ripe yet. Because of this, some families may endure food shortages during the rainy 

season.
49

 In Birra (the season after summer in Oromo land), this shortage ends as many food 

crops especially maize is ripe and families can eat their successfully. Other crops like potato, 

barley, etc. will also be ripe in Birra. Some disease types like malaria also break out during rainy 

time. Because of this, the Oromo see the wet season  as a difficult season. However, that does not 

mean the Oromo people hate rain or summer season at all. Even when there is shortage of rain, 

they pray to Waqaa (God) for rain since it is a cultural belief.
50

According to this belief, all is 

accomplished by the will of Waaqa and is indicative to the life after death religious philosophy.
51

 

Nevertheless the Oromo Waaqeffanaa does not believe in deity. But it is a belief in monotheistic 

power i.e. Waaqa. This thanks giving culture and pray would be accomplished at different places 

and time governed by its own system. It is portrayed by its own ritual practices. In this aspect of 

Waaqeffannaa culture, the Qaalluus (the spiritual leaders) and the Abbaa Malkaas (lineal chiefs 

of the areas) are at the top hierarchies. In the Qaalluu religio-ethics, the Qaalluus give 

instructions and directives of the where about and the time of the implementation of the ritual.
52

 

The Oromoo people celebrate Irreechaa not only to thank Waaqaa (God) but also to welcome the 

new season of plentiful harvests after the dark and rainy winter season associated with nature and 

creature.On Irreechaa festivals, friends, family, and relatives gather together and celebrate with 

joy and happiness. Irreechaa festivals bring people closer to each other and make social 
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bonds.
53

The Irrecha ritual ceremony has been conducted at different places usually divided into 

two major groups. 

2.5.1. Irrecha Tulluu (Hill top) 

It is the ritual ceremony conducted on the top of the mountain. It is performed at the beginning of 

the spring season usually in the month of March. The last three months were sunny, when both 

men and cattle suffer from drought (shortage of water and grasses). So it is the time when the 

Oromo living in the vicinity are gathered to pray to their Waaqa/creator/ to give them rain. This 

particular solitary place is characterized by moisture conducive for praying. This ritual 

ceremonial practice is closely related to the worship practiced by ancient settlers of peoples of 

the Nile Valley.
54

 

2.5.2. Irrecha Malkaa (Irrecha along the river bank) 

This Irrecha practice takes place immediately after the end of rainy season. It is celebrated in the 

mid of September (Fulbaana) when the darkness of rainy season with its foggy days passes and 

leaves place for bright season (Birraa). Such ritual ceremony is accomplished not only along the 

bank of river, but also around the lakes and its vicinities. This Irrecha holiday is sometimes 

known as Ayyaana Birraa (the Birraa holiday). It is the time when relatives, families and clans 

cut apart by rivers and flood are able to meet.
55

 

The Abbaa Malkaa and the Abbaa Gadaa have vital participating communities carrying bunch of 

lovely grasses and flowers in their hands-praise, bless and pray to Waaqa. Soaking that bunches 

of flowers and grasses after thanks giving song is over, they lay there it over. Then after the 

melody Maareyoo! Maareyoo…! Song by participant women decorated by Caaccuu (beads) 

cultural suits and Siiqqee (Cultural stick) men holding Harooressa(male stick) in their hands sing 

“Irrechoo yaa irrecha malkaa roobaa fi nagaa…”it can be translated Irreecha along the river 

bank rain and peace..., after this praying, all of them return to their villages accompanying 
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Abbaa Malkaa and their clan leaders. So, Irrecha place is a symbol of peace and harmony where 

all men come to their God for thanking him and pray for their lasting good life.
56

 Likewise, 

Irrecha Malka and Tullu are undergoing in Odaa Bulluq of Horro Oromo the Macha descendants. 

Hence, Odaa Bulluq holds the Irrecha festivity and Gada culture. 

By and large, like other peoples of Ethiopia, the Oromo people have abundant cultural heritage 

that has been accumulated for centuries and passed down from generation to generation. This all-

encompassing culture is profoundly rooted in the Gada System that is practiced under odaa tree, 

which is shaping and guiding the mode of governance, socio-economic conditions, and the 

outlook of the people.
57

 This comprehensive system that reflects the ways of living of the people 

with regard to equality and democracy remains exemplary to the world.  

2.6. Oromo traditional religion 

2.6.1. The concept of waaqa 

The records of Oromo people reveal that the Oromo religion was neither Christian nor Islam but 

was an indigenous religion known as „waqeffanna’. The Oromo had a religious believe based on 

the view that there is only one God (waaqa) which is similar to the God of the Christians and 

Allah of the Muslims. The Oromo never substitute other gods or curved statues for their waaqa.
58

 

Similarly, Steve van Nattan stated that, before the introduction of Christianity and Islam, the 

Oromo people practiced their own religion. They believed in one „waaqayyoo‟ which means 

God. They never worshipped false gods or carved statues as substitutes. The Oromo waaqa is 

one and the same for all. He is the creator of the everything, source of all life, Omni present 

infinite, in comprehensible, he can do anything; he is pure, intolerant to in justice, Crime, sin and 

all false hood.
59
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According to Asafa Jalata Oromo religious and philosophical world views consider the 

organization of spiritual, physical and human worlds as inter connected phenomena, and waaqa, 

the creator, regulates their existence and functions in balanced  ways. Oromo believe that, waaqa 

directs the world from above and controls everything in the world. Asafa farther explained that, 

the image of creation has important consequences for the Oromo vision of the universe as a 

whole. It has influenced among other aspects of its traditional culture, its political and economic 

thought, and determined its traditional system of government and modes of production.
60

 

2.6.2. The Concept of Ayyaana 

The ayyaana (spirit) is an intermediary between human beings and Waaqa. The Ayyaana is 

attached to individual Qaalluu and speaks through his mouth during possession. Both are 

inseparable. Qaalluu serves as an intermediary between human and the ayyaana.
61

Ayyaana alone 

cannot cause anything, hurt or kill individuals. But with the help of Waaqa, Ayyaana can be 

invoked to bring misfortune upon the person unwilling to obey the custom of the society. He 

argued that the role of Ayyaana is only to communicate the problems of humans to Waaqa.
62

 On 

the other hand, Lewis, reports that the Ayyaana "can directly affect all aspects of life. They can 

kill a man or cure him; slay his ox or increase his herd; make him mad or destroy his enemy.
63

 

According to Belay, the Oromo have an ancient traditional belief in one God, waaqa. The style 

of worship is known as 'waaqeeffanaa'. One way of worshipping waaqa is through a religious 

ceremony called waaqa tokicha the only God for traditional believers. Oromo traditional religion 

teaches that there are many saints like divinities called Ayyaana, each seen as manifestation of 

the one waaqa. Ayyaanaa is believed to be the angel of waaqa. It is the intermediary between 

human beings and waaqa, and cannot create anything. It can communicate the problems of 
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humans to waaqa. Withoutthe will of waaqa alone cannot hurt or kill individuals.
64

 People who 

are possessed by ayyana are known as Qallu. The Ayyana also rests on other creations, such as 

mountain tops, big trees and rivers. The closest translation of ayyana in English would be 

''sprits.''
65

According to some of informants in my study area there has been Qallu institutions and 

ayyana sprits manifested and functioning  during power transition of Gada ceremony, under Oda 

bulluq tree. 

2.6.3. The concept of Qallu 

A Qallu was a high priest who was the spiritual leader of Oromo traditional religion. Because of 

his origin and his role in the traditional ceremonies, the Qallu has the center of Oromo religion. 

As the “eldest son of all Oromo, the national myth confers up on him the title of the father, the 

source of customs and traditions, “the prophet of the nation” who guarded the laws of waaqa (the 

sky god) and their interpretation.
66

 

According to Asafa Jalata, original Oromo religious leaders, Qallus, have had a moral authority 

and social origination to oppose tyrants and support popular Oromo democracy and Gada 

leaders, and to encourage harmonious and democratic relations based on the principles of safu 

(ethics), kayyoo (plan) uuma(creator). The qallu” is thought to possess sacred characteristics that 

enable him to act as intermediary between the people and God. “and he had” no administrative 

power, but could bless or withhold blessings from Gada leadership, and had an extra ordinary 

power to curse anyone who threatened the well-being of the entire community by deviating from 

God‟s order. Besides, the Qallu institution has played an important role in protecting original 

Oromo culture, religion, world view, and identify.
67 

The Quallu institution and its relation with waaqa were the core of traditional religion. Adult 

men visited the Qallu for blessing. This brings us to the story of Abba Muda. The term Muda, 
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when used by it is the name of the ceremony that is celebrated once every eight years in honor of 

Qallu. The Muda ceremony has important because it has the point at which the Qallu institution 

and the Gada system intersected.
68

 

Asafa Jalata mentioned that, the criteria to be Qallu included seniority in lineages, respectability 

in the community, expertise in ritual practices, moral qualification, and respect for cultural 

taboos, sound social status and other leadership qualities. The leader of all Qallu was known as 

Abba Muuda (father of the anointment) who considered to the prophet and spiritual leader of 

Oromo society. Oromo pilgrims traveled to the residence of Abba Muuda to receive his blessings 

and anointment to be ritual experts in their respective regions.
69

 "The  most  important  activities  

of the  Kalluu  linking  up with  the Gada System  are  first,  the  muda  ceremony,  performed  

by  the  Gada  class  in power to honor the Kallu and second, the lallaba ceremony, in which the 

Qallu  organizes  and  oversees  the  election  of  Gada  leaders."
70

 The above quotation shows 

that the Gadaa and Qaalluu institutions intersected at Muda ceremony to honor the Qaalluu. The 

quotation also indicates the role Qaalluu played during the election of Gada leaders. In other 

words, the Qaalluu played pivotal role to organize and supervise the election processes 

undergoing during the Gada system. 

 Mohammed stated that the Qaalluu was called Abba Muda (i.e. father of anointment). He got 

this name from the ceremony named muda, which is celebrated once every eight years in honor 

of the Qaalluu. In the ceremony, the Qaalluu gave his blessings and anointed the Gadaa officials 

who governed the Oromo for eight years.  Thus, the muda ceremony was important because it 

was the point at which the Qaalluu institution and the Gadaa system intersected.
71

 

The place of worship of Qallu ritual house is called the Galma. Each Ayyaana has its own Galma 

and its own special ceremonies. The Galma is usually located on a hill top, hill side or in a grove 
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of large trees. Many of these sites are now taken up by Abyssinian Orthodox Church buildings 

Mosques. Places of worship also include under trees, beside large bodies of water, by the side of 

big mountains, hills, stones, etc. This has been misrepresented by outsiders calming that the 

Oromo worship trees, rivers, etc.
72

 

Stave van Nattan, further explained that, the Qallu institution has political importance, and even 

though the Qallu himself does not possess political power as such and religion is distinctly 

separated from politics. The Qallu village is the spiritual center, where political debates are 

organized for the candidates for the Gada offices. Thus it plays both a spiritual and political role 

in the Gada system.
73

 

2.7. Political and religious Significance of Odaa tree ( holy Sycamore ) 

Ways of understanding the world varies from society to society. The systems of developing and 

modifying religious and political institutions are also determined based on the societies‟ 

interpretation of their  surrounding  environment. According to Selemon, Gada  is  not  only  

about  the  principle of Oromo democracy or the political practice where power is transferred 

from one  generation to the next but it is also a religious system in which the members of  Gada  

leaders especially, Qalluus  give  curse  and  blessing  to  the  members  of  the  society  for  both  

wrong  doings  and good/praised activities respectively.  Odaa is also a place where all activities 

related to Gada system are performed. Therefore, it is a place where Oromo people undertake 

both religious and political activities.
74

 

As both the Bishop and the Imam serve their community everywhere, (i.e., in the churches, or in 

the Mosques respectively ) and at their home base, the Qalluu also  serves  his/her  community  

both  under  the  Odaa  and  at  their  home  base. However, the Qaalluu orders the believers to 

make the sacrifice under the  Odaa  because the holy spirit of  Waaqaa  is believed to exist under  
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Odaa  prayers, curses and blessings are also among certain religious dogmas undertaken by 

Qaalluus under Odaa tree.
75

 

In  the history  of  the  Oromo  people,  the  general  assemblies  for  socio-political  and  

religious purposes are held at the  Caffee  under the shade of the Odaa tree. The whole set  of  

Gada  political activity including Gada rituals, initiation, the handover of  power ceremony, 

revising and  enacting customary  laws  and judiciary practices are held under the shade of Odaa 

tree. As a result of its significance Odaa tree is honored as symbolically the most important of all 

trees.  Odaa is  customarily believed to be the most respected and the most sacred tree, the shade 

of which was  believed  as  the  source  of  quite/quietness.  Shade of  the  Odaa  was both  the 

central office of Gada government where the Gadaa  assembly met and was a sacred place for 

ritual practices.
76

 

In  their  traditional  institution,  Gada  System,  the Oromo  men  make  or  amend  laws  

through  the process  called  seera tumaa or „law making”.  These laws regulate the activities of 

the society  in  every  aspect  and  they  are  orally communicated  to  the  society  through  a  

process called  labsii  „declaration.' This law making process was taken  place under the shade of 

Odaa tree, by the caffee assembly every eight years when a new Abbaa Gada  „a traditional 

Oromo leader‟ takes office.
77

 Some of the major Gadaa centers were Odaa Nabee, Odaa Rooba, 

Odaa  Bisil, Odaa  Bultum, and Odaa Bulluq. 

According to Dereje , a comprehensive elaboration  to  the  question  why,  when  and  how the 

Oromo use Odaa there is no adequate written historical sources  on  the  early  history  of  the 

Oromo. Historical and cultural studies on  Gada institutions  did  not  focus  on  the  themes  like  

the evolution  of  Gada  system  and  the  history  of Gada  centers.
78

 On the  other hand, Astme  
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Giorgis  wrote  that  the  Oromo religion had  the  Afro-Asiatic  characteristics. He related  the  

religion  of  the  Oromo  to  Christianity that  was  the  believe  in  Waaqa  Gurraacha  (Pure 

God),  the  veneration  accorded  to  water  and trees. The  Oromo  used  to  pray to  Waaqaa  

(the  creator)  under  the  sacred  tree and  around  big  rivers  since  there  were  no Mosques  

and  Churches.
79

 

Dereje quoted Trimingham  said that almost all Cushitic venerated  places, Odaa the Holy 

Sycamore tree. For instance, the Afar, Oromo, Sidama, Somali. Society had  its  own world  

view  of  how  to understand this world. A society also could develop, adopt and modify 

culturaland  political institutions. The socio-economic, political and religious lives of the Oromo  

were  highly  intertwined  which  would  be incomplete without  investigating  the  origin  of 

Gadaa  system. This  is because understanding the  history  of  Gadaa  centers  (Odaa)  requires 

understanding  the  essence  of  Gadaa  itself.
80
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE HISTORY OF THE OROMO AND THE EXPANSION OF 

MACCA - TULAMA 

3.1. The History of the Oromo- A general overview 

The objective of this thesis is to investigate the heritage of Odaa Bulluq as well as  the existence 

of Gada element and diagnosing the value of Odaa tree in the socio-cultural, political and 

religious systems ofOromo. However, to get a clear understanding and historical sequence of the 

origin of Odaa and Gada, the interrelation ship between them, as well as the interpretation and 

significance they had among the Oromo society, requires understanding the history and 

expansion of Oromo from its source. Because it is a very interrelated concept. 

Like many writers concerning the history of Oromo, Haberland also said that,"the Oromo 

originally constituted a homogeneous society in the south-eastern part of the present Ethiopia the 

cool highland in the region of Bali. They are said to have initially been a society of egalitarian, 

age-graded  and  mobile  pastoralists  with  a  mixed cattle-breeding and grain-growing economy 

and with traditional belief  system."
81

 Mohammed also added that, the Oromo  tribes  in  the  

highlands  of  Bale and the valley of River Ganale might have shared a common culture and 

language,  government and institutions such as the Gada and the qallu, governing the totality of 

their existence
82

Besides, the separation  of Borana  and  Barentu  Oromo  began much earlier 

than the sixteenth century; and had developed into two separate, full-fledged confederacies in the 

lowlands south of Bali and in the  valley of Ganale river probably before or during the fourteenth 

century.
83

 

After the separation and the subsequent expansion, the several confederacies adapted different  

modes of life and socio-political institutions in response to the requirements of their new 

environments. This eventually led to the fragmentation of the society. Mohammed has noted, 
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citing Asmarom (1973) "The Oromo nation broke down into autonomous confederacies and the  

nation  was  not  able  to  hold  the confederacies  together  under  a  unitary  national 

government."
84

 This is a view confirmed by several other writers and most importantly by the 

oldest written record of the Oromo by the Ethiopian monk, Abba  Bahrey  (1593).   

In his work, Abba Bahrey (1593) noted that the Oromo were divided into two large tribal 

groupings at the time they began their penetration into the central part of the country, saying that 

"the Oromo  appeared from the west and crossed the river of their country, which they call  

Gelena, to the frontier of Bali, in the time of the  Hatse Wenag Segged. They are the two tribes 

who are called Bereytuma and Borena."Abba Bahrey further indicated that each of these  two 

Oromo confederacies  was  divided  into  numerous  (sub-)  tribal  groupings,  and  had  separate 

clans and moieties.
85

 

Depend on the works of Abba Bahire, writers like Braukämper hypothesis that, "the original 

homeland of the Oromo was in the southern part of present-day Ethiopia: somewhere between 

the middle lakes  of  the  Great  Rift  Valley  and  the  Bale  Plateau." 
86

 

According to Abreham, the original homeland of the Oromo is around the present-day 

administrative zone of Borana, in the southern part of Ethiopia. The Oromo had been living in 

the Borana area before they migrated to settle in the vast land they occupy today.  At  the  

beginning,  they  moved  to  the  area  near  the  River  Gennale, where  they  stayed  for  a  short  

period  of  time  making  preparations  for  their further  northward  expansion. There  they  

found  ample  time,  peace  and stability, and enough pasture for their cattle, so  much,  so that 

they  grew in population and prospered in cattle.
87
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The  Oromo  made  sacrifice  for  and supplication to Waaqa  so that they would be able to cross 

the Genale river safely to move  to  a  place  called Madda  Walabuu. Thus Waaqa  gave  them  a  

way across the river, dividing it in to two, and they safely moved to and settled in Madda  

Walaabuu  area. In Madda Walaabuu  the  Oromo  people  celebrated their independent existence 

and made the well-known system of Gada.
88

 

While the Oromo were in the Madda Walabu area, they lived peacefully and the number of the 

population and the cattle again grew enormously, so much so that the land hardly could 

accommodate them. Having felt the population pressure, they were forced to separate from each 

other and disperse in different directions. After separation each groups were taking its cattle and 

moving in different direction. The two groups were the Borana and the Baarentuu, the 

descendants of the senior and junior sons of Oromo,  respectively.
89

 

3.2. The Macca - Tulama expansion 

The Oromo inhabitants of Horro Guduru belong to belong the macca group of the Borana 

branch. Like many historians, Tesema put that the home land of the Oromo  to be the south 

Ethiopia (in Bale) north west of Borana south of Bargamo and Tullu walabu in the area between 

and around lake Shamo. So he describes the area around Haroo walabu is the cradle land of 

Oromo ancestor.
90

 

The two major Oromo branches who used to live together at Haro Walabu were Borana , the 

elder (hangaftu)and Barentu, the younger. The Borana were to the west while the Barentu were 

those to the east which shows their directions of movement, spread and settlement. The 

separation of Borana and Barentu as well as the event of Borana division in to Tulama, Macca, 

southern Borana and Guji is assumed to be prior to the 16th century. Tulama and Macca groups 

who were the direct descendants of Borana used to live together under acommon caffee of Haro 

Walabu which is located 45 to 65 km east of Lake Abbayya in southern Ethiopia. Whereas the 
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two offspring's of the Borana, Guji and Southern Borana evolved separate centers at Haro Girji 

and Tullu Walal along the two sides of the Gennale river respectively.
91

 

Though the exact time of the evolution of Gada institution among the Oromo is not known, it 

was long before 16th century that the Borana and Barentu  practiced such egalitarian socio- 

political system administering their society from the time of birth to death. Gada system was the 

constitution of the society through which the Oromo administered defended their territory 

(country), maintained and developed their economy. Men who were in Luba age set had the right 

to express their views during  election at a public assembly without any problem.
92

 

Odaa Walabu was one of the early Caffee of the Oromo people. Every eight years the Macca - 

Tulama Borana groups used to hold their assembly, celebrated  Buttaa ceremony and elected 

Gada officials at Odaa Walabuu. It was also here that rules and regulations were improved and 

the overall constitutions were amended. Power was transferred every eight years from one Abba 

Bokku to another Abba Bokku by the handing over the Bokku (scepter) to the newly elected 

Abba Bokku with all responsibilities.
93

 

In 16th century, the Macca Tuulama groups had/developed/the custom of coming out for war in 

an organized manner. They had organized themselves at Haroo Walabu on the basis of the Gada 

system. It was in this way that the Macca -Tulama groups began their expansion. At the time this 

group was predominantly pastoralists. So, it was from Haro walabu that the Macca and Tulama 

group started the process of expansion. The Gada set under which the first movement was 

organized was Gada Melba (1522-1530). The first phase of Macca -Tulama expansion which 

was continued until 1578. During this time Haro Walabu was used as a base of expansion to the 

north until 1554.
94
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 The Macca- Tulama groups seems to have stopped using Haroo Walabu as a base and founded 

another center at Odaa Nabee. Since the beginning of expansion this group used Haro Walabu 

for about four Gadas 32 years. Thus Michille Gada set founded Odaa Nabee. Odaa Nabee was 

located 30 kms south of Addis Ababa near the town of Dukam. Odaa Nabee served as a 

permanent base and became an important land mark for the Macca- Tulama expansion. These 

groups at this base became independent groups and established their common government.
95

 

Both Macca and Tulama groups obeyed common laws and used to send delegates to Odaa Nabee 

for Gada election. The duties of the elected Gada officials at Odaa Nabee were executing the 

duties of central Caffee making peace between Maccaa and Tulama declared war and concluded 

peace.
96

 

3.3. The Matcha -Tulama separation and foundation of Odaa Bisil 

The Macca Oromo established their own Gada centers at Tute Bisil. On the other hand Odaa 

Nabee remained to be the Gada center of Tulama. Initially the four groups who made their 

common government at Odaa Nabee Macca, Tulama, Karrayyuu, and Wollo. It is said that these 

groups decided the direction movement by fate. Thus, Macca moved to the west of Awash 

river.
97

 However, through time they established their center at Odaa Bisil. Moreover, another two 

factors are also mentioned to have caused separation. The first factor is that both Tulama and 

Matcha met once around Awash river and departed from each other peacefully. However, the 

second tradition tells the opposite. That is during expansion of Macca to the west it is said that 

Bokku (a sign of power) remained with Macca and they quarreled which resulted in their 

separation. Bokku meant here, both Macca and Tulama had a common government and obeyed a 

common law before their  departure.
98
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The question of distance was also one major factor that caused the departure of Matcha from 

Tulama groups. Odaa Bisil the new center of Macca is estimated to be 250 km west of Odaa 

Nabee. This might have caused the Macca groups to establish their own base as long as they 

could not attend the government office of Odaa Nabee owing to the distance. The Macca group 

who initially made Odaa Bisil a Gada center was the Afree. The other Macca group, Sadacha is 

said to have arrived at Odaa Bisil, late completing the departure of Macca from Tulama. Odaa 

Bisil is found around a small town called Ijaji on the road from Addis Ababa to Nekemt.
99

 

Tute Bisil is said to have served the Macca Oromo (Afre and Sadacha for five generations until 

their departure. Odaa Bisil was a nucleus for expansion to the required direction. The area was 

strategic and situated at across road of Leqa Nekemte, Gibe states, Horro Guduru, and Jibatina 

Macca. Besides, it is located in the deep forest and surrounded by hills which would ensure 

confidence against any possible attack. Moreover, the area was environmentally good where 

abundant pasture and water was available as it is located between Billo, Gedo and Gibe rivers.
100

 

The Macca caffee at Tutee Bisil was established by a man called Makko Bili, who instructed the 

Macca to follow Gada laws to perform rituals annually, slaughter buttaa every eight years and 

also ordered them to follow "the way of waaqa."  Makko Bili belongs to the leqa clan. Makko 

Bili's law consisted of 65 articles on the basis of which the Afree and Sadacha (Macca) groups 

were administered and which were by no means different from Gada traditional laws. It was 

because of the problem of distance from Odaa Nabee that Makko Bili made laws and confirmed 

it on the basis of Gada rules and regulations. It is said that both the Afree and Sadacha groups are 

said to have obeyed Makko Bili's laws even after their departure, moreover, the legacy still exists 

among Macca ancestors.
101
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3.4. The settelment of Jaawwii- Oromo in  Horro Guduru wollega and the 

foundation of Odaa Bulluq 

The founders (pioneers)of odaa Bulluq in Horro Guduruu were the Jaawwii clan. Jaawwii is one 

of the Maccaa clan who seem to have obeyed a common law with other Macca groups at Odaa 

Bisil. Many Oromo clans in Horro Guduru trace their ancestors to Jaawwii, the descendants of 

Macca group. Tradition in Horro Guduru tells us that Jaawwii had nine sons. These were Horro, 

Jiddaa, Challiya, Limmu, Amuru, Jimmaa, Ebentu, Guduru and kiramu.
102

At the time of Gada 

Birmajii the two groups by organizing at this base, are said to have registered great success in 

expansion. The Afree group moved to the west and North West while the Sadacha expanded to 

the Gibe region.
103

 

As time went on, the two groups departed and ceased to obey a common government at Tute 

Bisil. Many factors are mentioned to have caused the split. The first reason was the conflict 

between the groups. According to Mohammed Hassen in the years between 1616 and 1618, the 

groups were at constant internal war. During this conflict individuals like Na'aa Dooroo who 

were against the advice of the Gada assembly of Tute Bisil are said to have even burned the 

Odaa itself. At the same time the Tulama attacks and raiding on the Macca as far as Odaa Bisil 

continued.
104

 As Mohammed put it, "when Na'a burned Odaa Bisil out of Madness the Tulama 

came to attack theMatcha. Na'a fought and drove back the Tulama to where they come from. 

Na'athen advised the Afree to spread in to different directions. So the Guduru took one and 

Limmu took another ...... so every tribe took different directions and moved outof Odaa bisil."
105

 

On the other hand shortage of land owing to the increase in human population and cattle forced 

the Macca descendants to depart. Besides the outbreak of disease is also said to have put pressure 
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on the Macca to leave their Gada center of Tute Bisil. As a result the Matcha clans of leeqa took 

to the west and established their Gada center at Tullu Walal while the other Macca clans took a 

north western direction from Tute Bisil to Horro Guduru. The first movers to Horro - Guduru in 

about 1586 were preceded by cavalry and infantry units called 'lafo' (waking by foot) who were 

equipped with spears and shields. The pioneers at first appeared to have settled at Horro -Bulluq, 

the place supposed to be the center of Horro- Guduruu. The pioneers were called Daggal saaqi 

(opener of the forest) and Abba Qabiyyee (father of land possession). Dggal saaqi was the senior 

representatives of his community and had a decisive role in distribution of land among the 

groups. However, it was the task of caffee (Gada assembly) to distribute the land to the people. 

Daggal saaqii also had an influential role with the current Abba Bokkuu.
106

 

Horro- Bulluq was the first place were the Jawwi oromo settled and made Bulluq  their center. 

The tradition further claims that, it was the senior clans of Jawwi Horro who first made Bulluq 

their center. Thus, it came to be called Horro bulluq. It is said that all nine Jaawwi sons for 

sometime settled at Horro Bulluq and began to find a new land due to over population. At Odaa 

Bulluq the Gada assembly decided who should get what and there should be a peaceful 

settlement. According to the system each clan had to choose the direction of its movement. The 

leading personalities to the new areas from the center had the right to hold 'qabiyye' (land right) 

and to divided the land among his descendants according to elder- younger relationship. On the 

grounds of the laws made at Horro Bulluq, each clan of Jaawwii occupied the land and the areas 

settled were given the name of the first settlers of the clans by which the areas are still known.
107

 

According to Cherinet, these clans inhabited Horro Guduru by communally slaughtering a young 

bull aimed at decision of sharing for each clan according to the position they obtained from the 

slaughter. Thus, Horro,(the eldest) got the head of bull, Guduru and Amuru got ribes, Jimma got 

the front limbs, Jidda and Kiramu got the back legs, Challiya, the bowel Ebentu got bones and 

limmu got tail. Therefore settlement was carried out on the position of the shares they obtained 
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from the slaughter.
108

In addition, during field work my informants like Olani Hulluqa shared me 

the same idea.  

As a result of the settlement, all regions have been called by the name of the clans who first 

settled in the area. Thus, the Horro clan settled in Horro making its center Horro Bulluq which 

also became (the Caffee assembly)for the nine Jaawwii descendants. Jidda, kiramu, Limmuu, 

Ebentu, and Amuru settled in the west and north west of odaa Bulluq beyond Anger river. While 

Guduru settled in the east, Challiya and Jimmaa settled south of Horro Bulluq. Horro is said to 

have fourteen sons which the tradition has not yet clearly identified. These fourteen sons settled 

between Finca'a in the east and Angar river in the west.
109

 

As indicated above Jaawwii was one of the Maccaa branches who founded its own Gada centers 

at Odaa Bulluq. Bulluq is located in the north eastern Wallaga, in Horro woreda 15 km north of 

Shambuu town and 2 km south of the small town of Sekela.  There is a hilly to south of Caffee 

Bulluq called Tullu Bulluq (mount Bulluq) and a wide open field on the right side of the center  

known as Goodaa Bulluq (the field of Bulluq). It is said that this hill was a well forested before 

the inhabitants of the area cleared it for cultivation.
110

 

On the other hand according to my informant Gaddafa Tolera; The open field had been used for 

training cavalry and horse race games played during the celebration at Bulluq and used to 

entertain large crowed. The area surrounding Bulluq was also a good pasture land with fertile 

soil. However, the arable land just encircling the caffee was not cultivated and the trees around 

the caffee were not cut down because it was believed to be "sacred. "People believed that it was 

more than a sin to cut trees surrounding Bulluq. It is said that, in the early 1960 twelve men 

cleared the forest on Tullu Bulluq to grow maize. However, these twelve men died of disease 

called Golfa (typhas) at the same time. Since the people feared even to collect fire woods, as it 

was in the earlier years when Gada system was still functioning. Furthermore, oral tradition tells 
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us that, Bulluq initially had nine springs (cascade) which is said to have been closed by the 

Italians during their occupation. However, when the local people opened after the Italians left 

they could get only one spring. Besides, the tradition still maintains that people take an oath in 

the name of Ayyana (sprit) Bulluq sagali (the spirit of caffee Bulluq). 

Odaa Bulluq was the center of traditional Gada assembly for the Macca Oromo of Horro- 

Guduruu. All the Jaawwii decendants in Horro Guduruu used to participate at the Gadaa 

assembly of Bulluq through their representatives. Odaa Bulluq was a socio-political center both 

the office of government and ritual center for so many years. It was a place where Gada officials 

made laws and proclaimed and ritual practice was carried out. Thus, the socio-political as well as 

economic life of the Jaawwi Oromo were based on the Gada assembly at Caffee Bulluq right up 

to the early nineteenth century, when Jaawwii clans beyond Angar river including Limmuu, 

Jiddaa, Ebantu, Amuru and kiramu were separated.
111

The same idea was shared from  informant 

Olani wakwayya during my field work.  

Though the Jaawwii Oromo separated from the other Maccaa groups at Odaa Bisil, and formed 

their own Gada centers at Caffee Bulluq, the system of rule was the same with the political 

structure of the other center. This was because the system of government was coined according 

to the Gada. It was only because of distance that Jaawwii clans were separated from regional 

centers (Odaa Bisil), and the overall central caffee of Odaa Walabuu. Odaa Walabu was the 

central Caffee of Macca and Tulama groups were rules and regulations were promulgated for all 

the regional and local Caffee like Odaa Bulluq. Thus the representatives of local and regional 

Caffee used to obtain new laws and constitutions during their visit to Walabu every eight years. 

The representative who visited Walabuu, from each Gada centers participated in ceremony of 

Mudaa.
112

 

Booranaa was the senior Oromo groups among whom the Abba Mudaa is found. The Oromo 

from Wallagga, showa, and other regions used to participate in the Muda ceremony and visited 

the Abba Muda of Boranaa. According to Huntingford the pilgrims from the west left for Walabu 

in June and returned the next year. The pilgrims were known as Jila. The pilgrims who used to 
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travel on foot were supported by the Oromo people on their way. The journey took one or two 

months depending on the distance. The delegates participated in the Mudaa ceremony and 

offered present to the Abba Mudaa ritual leader who blessed them. The participation in Mudaa 

ceremony went on until the end of 19
th

 century, when the Abyssinian rulers prohibited it for fear 

of probability raising political and national issues. 

In the former days every third generation in each family was bound by tribal custom to make a 

pilgrimage to Abba Mudaa [walabu] , after the Absyinian conquest of southern Abysinia, 

however, the pilgrimage was forbidden owing to its political and nationalistic influence.
113

 Thus, 

as far as the relation of centers is concerned it came to an end in the nineteenth century. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE SOCIO -ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ODAA 

BULLUQ 

4.1. The practice of Gada system in Horro - Guduru Wollega Zone 

As it is defined by several anthropologists in broader terms, the Gada system was an egalitarian 

socio-political organization by which the Oromo used to govern themselves and the system 

which kept the homogeneity of Oromo Culture. According to Cherinet, in Gada system, the 

office of Gada assembly and the ritual center of Oromo was the life giving shade of Odaa (the 

holy sycamore tree). From the branch of Macca, the Jaawwii Oromo of Horroo Guduruu made 

their Gada center at Caffee Bulluq. Accordingly, it is believed that, they began to use Odaa 

Bulluq as a center since 1600's.
114

 

Travelers of the nineteenth century indicated that the dominant institution among the states south 

of Abbay was the republican type based on the Gada system of government. In its government 

structure it kept a fixed rotation of classes during a limited time of eight years peacefully from 

one political Gada set called Gogeessa(member) to the next. According to the Travelers, around 

the year 1848 all Oromo countries between Abbay and Gojeb rivers were small republics with 

chiefs changing every eight years, each tribe having several chiefs. In addition, all the officials 

and the holders in Gada system had been subject to the election at the time they reached the Luba 

stage.
115

 

The Gada government structure governed the individual male Oromo life time from birth to 

death. Thus, a person to reach the Luba/Gada power possessing group had to pass through 

different stages. 
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An individual entered in to the Gada stage when his father reached a Luba (Gada) stage, meaning 

forty years of the father. In this case five Gada or forty years were needed for the son to reach the 

Luba stage. In each Gada stage the son was required to repeat what his fathers had done in each 

Gada stage and enter into executive Gada class. All five stages had different rights and duties 

that an individual experienced in his life time.
116

 

4.1.1. Gada Grades and Responsibilities 

The Gada system  comprised  eleven  age groups,  based  on  eight-year  increments,  and male  

Oromo  gained  particular  socio-political privileges  with certain  stages  of  the Gada system. 

Five successive Gada stages make up  a generation  (gap  between father  and  son)  that  

occupies forty  years  on  the Gada  cycle. The  first  five Gada grades with eight  years interval 

were generally  periods  of  training  and military service in addition to shouldering some 

economic activities. The remaining Gada  grades consists of the adulthood stages that continues 

up to the eleventh stage. The stages of adulthood were periods of socio-political responsibilities. 

An individual entered the system at a specific age and passed  through  transition  rites  at 

intervals  appropriate  to  the  passage  from childhood  through  full  adulthood  to old age.
117

 

Recruitment in to the Gada system is based on the maintenance of  one  socially  defined 

generation  between  father  and  son. In other words,  enrollment into the system is not by 

biological age, but upon the  recruitment that  an individual  remain  exactly five stages below 

his father‟s level. Gada grades succeeded each other every eight years enjoying privileges of the 

stage and assuming military, economic,  political,  and  ritual  responsibilities  of the 

society.
118

The following are Gada grades in central Oromia and in HorroWoreda , let us consider 

it. 
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4.1.1.1. Ittimakoo/Dabbale (0-8) 

The name Itti Mako refers to and has the meaning “Waaqaa" added them to the people.” They 

were born, ideally, when their fathers‟ Gadaa set is in office. The members of this group are 

immature and hence are considered as holy children and source of blessing. The members were 

identified with their amazing hair style known as Guduruu/gaammee, which was a symbol of 

childhood.
119

 According to Belay, one distinction of children of this age is that their hair is not 

cut; rather it is allowed to grow to shoulder- length. The hair is not combed. Instead decorated 

with cowry shells and from time to time anointed with butter. This grade was known as 

socialization age into the society and the Gadaa culture.
120

 

 Customary law prohibits their parents from punishing them physically. Families (especially 

mothers) were expected to sing cultural songs that praise children of this age. As the Dabballee 

were immature, no specific political roles were associated with them. At initiation ceremony to 

the next Gadaa grade, they had hairs shaved off to remove all the bad things of the childhood 

symbolizing to have another identity.
121

 My informants shared me the same principle of structure 

of Gada is preformed in Horro- Guduru, including the need for care, drinking of milk, eating 

bread and Qorii (traditional food made from Barely) at this level. 

4.1.1.2. Follee (9-16)  

 The Ittimakoo were admitted to the Follee grade and there is initiation ceremony, which was a 

turning point for Dabballee‟s father and grandfather. Dabballee‟s father got full status in the 

Gadaa system as the ruling Gadaa group while the grandfathers retired from the Gadaa system. 

This stage was mainly a period of socialization process when the members were equipped with 

the historical and cultural tradition of the society as well as beginning military training. Members 
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of this age and girls commonly called Sokkee (early teen-age) were required to learn counting 

numbers with analogies and genealogy on fathers and mothers line. This age a fertile time to 

study Oromo myth, riddles, stories of different types, geerersa, cultural songs.
122

 Some of the 

topics covered in this area revolve around the concepts of family, values of teamwork, resource 

sharing, community interactions, justice, and loyalty to the rule of Gada.
123

 

At this stage there were no political obligations attached to the Follee as a Gadaa grade. 

However, they had to assist their families in domestic life according to their capacity. Besides, 

they also practiced some hunting related games like throwing spear through moving circular 

object known as geengoo
124

.In addition, my Horro informants told me that, including the above 

idea at this stage, while tending their animals; they also practiced horse riding, long jump and 

high jump, running over difficulties. In such away, they acquired the quality of muscular strength 

and accuracy for the future career. 

4.1.1.3. Qondala (17-24) 

According to my informants, at this level the group was initiated at the ceremony were the Luba 

slaughter a bull. All the members were expected to touch their foreheads, and dip their stick with 

the blood of slaughtered bull as a culture, in order to shoulder family responsibilities and engage 

in military training in Gada cycle. Dereje elaborated as , this period was the period of excitement 

and military training. In domestic life, they engaged in how to prepare and use plowing materials 

in agriculture, utilization of property, family management and social life by observing the culture 

and law of the society. Young boys of this age were also encouraged to work and keep property 

for their future life. This is why most of their 'geerarsa'(war songs) convey the quality of hard 
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working and being self-sufficient, and disliking poverty life. They were expected to know the 

custom, habit, tradition, and way of life of the society and obey the laws of Gadaa system.
125

 

The members guard the Luba (men in power) and mostly included in military service under the 

leadership of Abba Duulaa (war minster). The Qondala had to develop a quality and capacity of 

fighting against injustice at least in their clan. Every Qonadala except with special physical cases 

was required to train how to fight and hunt. The crucial practices in training were horse ridding 

for cavalry. Horse fighting and horse riding games were the most important part of Oromo 

military skill.
126

 

 Therefore, the future cavalry in the military segment had to be trained at this stage. This 

includes the use of horse in fighting, spear throwing, handling of shields and defending the group 

to be fought. They obtained military campaign tactics and fighting from their immediate senior 

stage and military Gada officials. The training was supported by narration of military 

achievement of brave men. Most of the time, they were engaged in body building exercise and 

fighting with their age mates and practicing gorilla fighting.
127

 

4.1.1.4. Kuusa (25-32) 

This was a matured stage for formal military service under the direction of the Abbaa Duulaa. 

The kusaa were attached with dual tasks in the society: military service and training for Gadaa 

leadership. The members of this group continue undertaking military training of the earlier 

grade. The Abbaa Duulaa and senior warriors trained this class advanced military talent like 

fighting, 'miliqqee' (skill of defending attack) and other skills. In Gadaa system, both male and 

female of this age were considered as matured group for social responsibilities. For both male 

and female sexual intercourse before marriage and social evils like rape and alcoholic addiction 

were strictly forbidden.
128
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On the other hand, one aspect of involvement of Kusaa in politics was voting. As opposed to 

modern democracy, the optimum age of voting in Gada system was the Kusaa stage. Members of 

this grade elected the future nucleus of Gada leaders among themselves. Gada officers of this 

batch were elected when Qonadala to kusaa passage rites was performed. The candidates were 

made to physically participate in Gadaa leadership and gain knowledge in their stage and the 

next Gada grade.
129

 

Accordingly, the ruling lubaa group assigned experts to train and council the kusa in the 

importance of leadership, organization, and warfare at remote areas separately from society. In 

such away, they exercised challenges and took lesson how to overcome the expected problems. 

In addition, Geerarsa (war song), proverbs and cultural and historical maps, as well as other 

social skills that they could use in public speech to praise heroes were also part of their trainings. 

They also practiced the art of public speaking (oratory).
130

 

4.1.1.5. Raaba-Doorii (33-40) 

Members of this grade were identified as senior warrior. The remarkable stage at which 

individual Oromo gained art of leadership and philosophy was the Doorii stage. In addition to 

serving as senior warriors, members were required to be trained in Oromo calendar, the 

environmental system, and the details of major public holidays. This stage was also a period of 

preparation for leadership to take over power from the existing lubaa or Gadaa leaders. The 

competency, achievement and recorded contributions at both kusaa and Doorii stages accounts 

more in the election to be Gada official. They observed the ruling councils and attended their 

meetings. Nevertheless, they were not given any decision-making opportunity until the formal 

transfer of power at the end of this stage.
131

 

My in formants from Horro woreda shared me that, at this level a man constructs houses before 

marriage as criteria, according to a tradition and other preparation for great societal 

responsibilities.  Belay 2003, stated that, a man does not get married in his parents houses; he has 
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to have his ownduring this stage for societal responsibilities. The Rabaa-Doori and kusa grade 

constitute a period of  preparation for the assumption of  full authority. At the end of this period 

the class members enter Gada, the most important class of the whole system, attain full status, 

and take uptheir position as the ruling Gada class.
132

 

4.1.1.6. Gada/Luba (41-48) 

This stage is the optimum age of having maturity, skill and capacity of shouldering and 

discharging societal responsibilities. The most significant stage in the political life of Oromo 

males came when they entered this stage, in which they gained full privileges and acted as the 

political leaders. At the transfer of power, the members held ceremonies and became the ruling 

party for a period of eight years. Its leaders exercised full decision-making power and 

responsibility regarding military and civil matters. When the new leaders were entrusted with 

defense and governance of their society, the leaders of the previous 'miseensa' (members) were 

expected to retire into an advisory role.
133

 

Gadaa officials of different positions were recruited from this 'miseensa' based on the recorded 

competency of the former Gadaa grade. The Lubaa were the matured (hayyuu ) knowledgeable 

class that enjoy leadership with the ceremony known as hand over of Bokkuu (baallii) power 

transfer. Initiation in to the grade was marked by a buttaa (a ceremony carried during Gada 

power transfer)ceremony in which war would become a ritual obligation for the Gadaa classes 

and successful warriors celebrated these rites of passage with special ceremony
134

 The purpose 

of the buttaa war was to show the ability  to consolidate the people both militarily and 

organizationally of the Gada assuming power. Bravery was almost worshipped as a religion 
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among the Oromo and therefore, war was intended for fame and to transmit their honorable name 

for future generations
135

 

4.1.2. The Gada government election process, its office and power transition 

The Abbaa Gadaa or Abbaa Bokkuu in different parts of Oromo lands is the leader of the Gada 

in power or “bearer of the symbol of authority” respectively. The representatives of the whole 

nation elect him. All male members of the society who are of age and of Gada grade are allowed 

to elect and to be elected. The Oromo select Gadaa officials on the basis of wisdom, bravery, 

health and physical fitness. To be elected as a Gada official one has to have knowledge and 

leadership qualities, everybody has the chance to be elected as the new Abbaa Gada depending 

on his achievement. These qualities are proved when the children pass through different Gadaa 

grades. The Borena people say that Waaqa (God) advises Abbaa Gadaa. The Borena people 

further say that even Waaqa cannot go before Abbaa Gada. This shows that Abbaa Gada is the 

most respected person in the Oromo society.
136

 

The seat of the Gada government is located at the residence of Abbaa Gada. The office of the 

government is the shade of the Odaa (the holy sycamore tree), which is the source of peace and 

the centre of religion. When the previous Abba Gadaa completes his period he will give Baalli, 

(the feather of an ostrich)–the symbol of power transition in the Borena society–to the new 

Abbaa Gadaa. In other parts of Oromia Bokkuu(sceptre) is the symbol of power. However, the 

Bokkuu is a junior character who is the ritual official of the Gada class whereas Abbaa Gada is 

the leader of the Gada class in Borena. The transition of power from the old leadership to the 

new one is smooth. The Oromo prevented power from becoming absolute and from falling into 

the hands of men who stand at the head of political-military hierarchies by creating a complex 

system of checks and balances.
137
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The attempt to extend the term of office beyond the fixed term of eight years on the part of the 

Gadaa leaders violates the basic laws of the Oromo constitution. In the Oromo constitution, the 

laws govern the activities of the people, and leaders are accountable to the national assembly. 

According to Legesse, the Oromo constitution “runs parallel to the Magna Carta, the foundation 

of British constitutional thought although the latter is a very primitive document compared to the 

Oromo constitution."
138

 

According to my in formant Olani Huluka, the cultural and tourism bureau expert of Horro told 

to me that, in the Gada Bulluq electoral system each clan in Horro Guduru had to send, its 

representatives from luba (candidate)with talent and good personality to the Gada center, caffee 

Bulluq/Odaa Bulluq/. The election was carried out under the leadership of the contemporary 

Gada officials. The criteria expected from the candidates were many. First and for most, to be 

elected as Abba Bokkuu (head official), the Luba must be from the hangaftu ( senior). In this 

case since, Horro was the eldest son of Jaawwii Abba Bokkuu was elected from this clan. As 

time went on, the eldest son of Horro, Guta became the senior and the system followed Guta's 

descendants namely Himbabo Dede until the emergency of moti (king) system which took 

power. All the candidates were required to be competent. Besides, the past military achievements 

did count also. A candidate had greater opportunity to be elected because if he belonged to the 

Ilma korma group (an individual who was born when his father was in luba/Gada )stage than the 

Ilma Jarsa group (an individual who was born when his father was Dooroma (before forty years) 

and Guula stage (above 48 years).The fore fathers of the candidates should be checked whether 

they had committed sin or any other crime. 

Triulzi also stated that, the Ilma Jarsa group had no chance to be elected in the Gada system. 

Rather it was the Ilma Korma group who are the candidate of the election.  The other Gada 

officials were elected from the Luba stage group by taking in to account characters such as 

courage, intelligence and different achievements. Finally, the forefathers of the candidates should 

be identified to check whether they had done sin such as murder, violation of moral laws and the 

like.
139
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The other my informant obbo Gaddafa Tolera told me that, the Qallu played a central role on the 

election days by organizing the election system. Because, they had the right to elect the Gada 

leaders. For instance, in the late nineteenth century the Qalluu of Abba Gada at caffee Bulluq 

/OdaaBulluq/ was Guyyoo Mandida from Jimma clan. The Gada Officials who were elected had 

to go to Qalluu house(spiritual) and get recognition. However, before election ended, the newly 

elected Abba Bokkuu slaughtered a bull by anointing butter on its back three times. The elected 

officials touched the blood and marked on their forehead then the current Abba Bokkuu, blessed 

the assembly and election was concluded.  

According to Asafa Jalata, one of most  important  activities  of the  Kalluu  linking  up with  the 

Gada System  was  the  muda  ceremony,  performed  by  the  Gada  class  in power to honor the 

Kallu. During  this time the Qallu had played pivotal role to organizes  and  oversees  the  

election  of Gada  leaders could bless or withhold blessings from Gada leader ship, and had an 

extra ordinary power to curse anyone who threatened the well-being of the entire community by 

deviating from God‟s order.
140

 

One of my informants from the Abba Gada member told me that, after the election of Gada, 

there was a continuous five days assembly at Odaa Bulluq to which the current Gada officials, 

the newly elected and representatives of the clans had to participate. The Objective of this 

assembly was to discuss and approve the laws. The ruling Abba Bokkuu sat on a three leged 

stool and the other participants surrounded him. In the discussion of the new laws any participant 

could object if he does not think it is reasonable. Following the discussion and argument, the law 

was proclaimed by the newly elected Abba Bokku. The former Abba Bokkuu blessed the 

assembly and then handed over the Bokkuu to the new Gada official. The elected Abba Bokkuu 

kissed the hands of the former Abba Bokkuu and took the 'Bokkuu.' Thus, a day later the Abba 

Bokkuu slaughtered a bull and inserted the Bokku in blood and said " I made a law." This system 

is known as seera Tuma Odaa Bulluq (the Odaa Bulluq law) 

Abba Bokkuu was the chief executive in Gada assembly and the most important dignitary "in 

time of peace" in period of his rule. However, the Abba Bokkuu had no power without the 
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decision of Gada assembly and could not enforce the Gada officials though he was "the first 

dignitary of the nation "and highly respected. The Abba Bokkuu observed the customary laws 

operating. He was usually forbidden to plough  cut tree, to eat Talba, drink in broken cups sit on 

broken stool. The house of Abba Bokkuu was usually kept full as he was "nama eebbaa" the 

blessed man. Besides, the Abba Bokkuu was a ritual leader and acted as a high priest in public 

celebration  at  caffee.
141

 

4.1.3. Gada officials 

One of the Gada officials responsible to defend the nation was the Abba Duulaa (the father of 

war). During war and fighting among the clans internally and any matter connected to war, the 

Abba Duula had absolute power but "had almost nothing to do during peace time." It was under 

the Abba Duula that the military party  of the Gada were organized.
142

 

Another Gada official who was responsible to keep the collected dues of the state was Abba sa'a 

(minister of economy). The offerings during ritual celebration were collected by 

shane(councilors of Gada assembly) and was kept by Abba Sa'aa. The property of the state was 

financed for defense purpose and alms-giving. Those people who lost their property, mainly 

cattle by lightening or flood were assisted. Thus Abba Sa'a handled state economy.The 

judiciaries were also Gada officials who were identified by holding Halanga (whip). These were 

legal experts, traditional experts, and cultural specialists. To qualify for a judiciary status a 

candidate should have the knowledge of laws and abilities of handling disputes. Punishment for 

violating the laws was carried out by the Abba Halanga /judiciaries.
143

 

4.1.4. Kallacha(symbol of peace and reconciliation) 

On the other hand the Gada officials who had completed their luba/Gada stage and eight years in 

power had  a ritual at the end of their stage called Sangaa  Jaarsa in which they killed an ox and 

distributed the meat among their sons who were being newly initiated in to the Gada system. The 
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Guula (Gada officials who had completed their luba/Gada stage) were wise men and all the Gada 

classes consulted them for advice. The Guula trained the Dooroma groups (before forty years). 

Moreover, they had a special duty in a society they were specialists in peace making because 

they had the right to handle kallacha (symbol of peace and reconciliation).
144

 

According to my informants, this ritual object kallacha which the Guula carried is believed to 

have been made from "the iron dropped from heaven" i.e. from the iron of lightening. It is said 

that since lightening is non living and kills people, it is also believed that kallacha can destroy 

life. Kallacha was a highly feared and respected ritual object. It was usually covered with pieces 

of cloth and people were not expected to see it, especially the pregnant women. This was because 

it was a curse object waaqa threw lightening because of anger at human beings. Thus kallacha 

which was made from lightening, iron was a curse object. If you come across Abba kallacha (a 

man who carried kallacha), you must take coqorsa (green grass) and throw at it saying "Don't  

harm me. " My informants shared me, the idea that, the iron from heaven was taken to a special 

black smith and was made in to its shape kallacha had nine mucha (nipple), because number nine 

was believed to be full number. 

The right to carry kallacha was given to Guula (Jaarsa Hirko) the eldest son from the clan 

through all clans had their own kallacha. The Guula who carried kallacha was called Abba 

kallacha. When Abba kallacha became old he would give kallacha to his eldest son by 

slaughtering a bull. While handing it over, the father used to say "my son this kallacha comes 

from heaven for ancestors as long as you carry it: do not farm, don't weed, and eat what kallacha 

gives you." Then, the son washed his hands with the blood of the slaughtered bull so that all his 

sins he had committed were washed away. Holding kallacha the son used to say "I have taken 

kallacha from you, I will keep it as you did." Moreover, the men who carried kallacha should be 

individuals who could no more perform sexual intercourse and should be in peace with other 

people. 
145

The uses of kallacha was to make peace between the victim and murderers, among the 
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people who quarreled on property by making an oath to speak truth after which marriage could 

even be arranged.
146

 

Some of my informants told me that, killing (murder) was strictly forbidden in the Gada system. 

However, if happened peace should be made between the two parties in order to maintain 

security in the society. Initially, there was no excuse for those individuals who murdered 

someone deliberately. The murderer was the enemy of his lineage and had no right to live among 

his relatives. Thus, the killer had to leave the region for fear of "evil eyes" of his relatives.  

Another supplementary, ideas from my informants were,the murderers had to cross nine rivers 

and pass nine mountains, away from the region. This system was known as drive out or isolate. 

Moreover, it is said that if the relatives of the dead killed the murderer, they would be caught by 

leprosy. on the other hand, if the event of killing occurred by accident without intention, for 

instance while hunting or in unexpected condition, peace would be made on the basis of the laws 

for peace resolution in the Gada system by the intervention of the Guulaand Abba kallacha. 

When any member of a clan or lineage killed someone else unknowingly, the killer and his 

nearest relatives in the lineage should avoid any contact with the families of the deceased. The 

two parties never drank water from the same river and ate together, there cattle were never kept 

in the same field until peace was made. The killer should hide himself not to be killed for 

revenge and he was guarded by members of his lineage. 

The Murderers relatives should accelerate the process of peace making by sending the Guula, the 

ex- Gada judges and some elders who appealed for reconciliation. According to the system, these 

individuals were followed by a lame person, a blind, dwarf, a horse with its load and oxen with 

harness put on them. They stood beyond a river in front of the house of the victim group and start 

to request for peace shouting 'Isgoo Abeet' for five times a day and continued until nine days. On 

the ninth day, the victim's groups should express their response either to make peace or refuse. 

Moreover, the bereaved party might continueon refusing all attempts to make reconciliation.
147

 

It was at this time that the killer‟s party appealed to the Abba kallacha. The ones who appealed 

however, should go to the Abba kallacha's house with a goat which the Abba kallacha would 
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slaughter and touch the kallacha with blood. This was because, he was going to make peace 

between people who shedder blood. Abba kallacha followed by ex- Gada judges, Guulas and 

elders, went to the bereaved family's house. Thus, continued to request "our brother killed your 

son (relative) unknowingly. It was the mistake of our brother; the killer was a man like all of us. 

So in the name of Uuma (waaqa) for give him and make peace "It was more than a sin for the 

victim's party to refuse the request of the Abba Kallacha and was out of the norm. The bereaved 

party was forced to agree to make peace. Therefore, two Guulas were elected as intermediaries 

and carried out the whole process of peace making. The Guula soon appointed the day of 

negotiation and peacemaking.
148

 

On the appointed day the immediate families or both parties with their respective Guula got 

together. At this meeting many elders from society were expected to participate. The meeting 

could be done under Odaa Bulluq tree. As the two groups met, the Guula in eastern direction 

began negotiation by calling and blessing the participants. This was because the Oromo of Horro 

believed that their ancestors were found in the east. The two parts spoke to each other through 

the Guulas. It was at this meeting that the blood price was decided. For the blood price if the 

bereaved family had not agreed at the peace negotiation of the first meeting by the Guulas or 

judges, there might be another meeting on which five judges participate. Again there would be 

another meeting in which nine judges take part. But above nine there could be no further 

appeal.
149

 

According to Horro informants, usually the blood price was decided to be paid in cattle. 

However, the decision was so difficult because the killer had to beg and pay the blood price 

which he could not collect allthe sum that could buy the cattle and pay. Paying his own property 

was strictly for bidden rather his relatives paid him. On the other hand, the bereaved parties 

might agree to take the killer himself if they were the nearest in the lineage and interested to take 

whom they were going to treat equally as their own son. It was in such a way that Gada system 

under Odaa Bulluq has been functioning among the Oromo of Horro Guduru to make peace 

between the bereaved and killers parties. 
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Finally some informants said, as the Gada system declined and the power of the Abba Bokkuu 

was taken over by the Mooti(king) and later by the Gojjame conquerors, the use of kallacha 

gradually diminished. However, the tradition of peace making does still exist in Horro wored 

(district). 

4.2. Odaa as a center of Gada 

 Odaa is a sacred tree under which Waaqaa made reconciliation with human being. The socio-

political and religious matters aimed at blessing, peace and prosperity were practiced at open 

space under the shade of Odaa tree.  Odaa was the center for two main purposes:  for religious 

matters where communication between Waaqa and the society was made possible and for 

dealing with the socio-economic and political matters.
150

 Emphasizing on the importance of 

Odaa Asafa, stated that “the Odaa is more than a generalized symbol of democratic discussion. 

The Odaa has long been sacred meeting ground for the enactment of many Oromo ceremonies 

which re-enforce the political philosophy of Gada.
151

 

There are various explanations about the reason why Odaa became a socio-political center. 

Among the explanations given by local elders and Abbaa Gadas, the sacred value of  Odaa can 

be understood from its origin. A Macca Oromo elder who has been living in Horro wored, 

explained saying, legends state that Odaa  originated  its  identity  from  wetland  (lafa-jiidhaa).  

It  grows  in  areas  where  there  is abundant water which is  regarded by Oromo's as a sign of 

greenness/ luxuriance. The water is also considered as a source of life and fertility with its 

abundantly existence.”  

One of the  Gada  leaders  who  was  sitting  beside  the  speaking  elder  during  interview, 

interrupted the speech of the old man and said the following, Even being one of the sacred places 

where, Waaqa‟ invoked spirits of dedication to, Odaa  is also considered as a place where bad 

spirits emerge out. So it is through the spirit of Waaqa that the members of the society be praised 
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and be punished too. So there are uncountable reasons behind its selection as our socio–political 

center. Here, I mean that while the good spirit works on the situations of peoples‟ good doing, 

the bad spirit consequently originates from the curses of elders for wrong doings. These are  

neglect  of  the  rules  of  Waaqa‟,  when someone neglects to obey the rules and orders of  

Waaqa  or the words of  Abbaa  Gadaa,  disrespects  his/her  family  commit  any  kinds  of  

abuses,  crimes, intentionally causes accident to someone, and the like. So one may consequently 

face some bad lucks caused by the bad spirit.  As  a  result,  he/she  is  expected  bring  a 

sacrifice  under  the  Odaa  tree  to  stand  against  his/her  wrong  doings  and  the consequence 

of that bad spirit.  

Hence, I think it may not be illogical to understand and say  Odaa tree contributes for the 

peaceful co-existence of the Oromo as one of the religious institution creating a sense of fear and 

courage among the society just for its existence as a sacred object. That is both the physical  

existence of Odaa tree among these societies does not only function as place  where  ceremonial  

activities  are  held  under  its  shade  then  left  until  the  next  term  of similar  activities.  

Therefore,  both  the  religious  spirit  and  the  pride  of  having  such  kind  of political 

institution persist with the life of the community in the area through the time.  

In Addition, Odaa also serves as a place where all members of the ethnic group perform their 

spiritual and political activities to the whole Oromo, regardless of their variation in gender, 

political and economic status. A woman gave me her  explanation  about  the  reason why Odaa 

became a socio – political center and its sacred value says proudly, we  all  have  equal  right  

perform  all  activities  according  to  our  interest.  Nobody abandons us from performing 

whatever we want to undertake under Odaa tree except the division of roles during the rituals are 

being undertaken. We all have the right to watch, whatever takes place under Odaa  because it is 

an open place for everyone: children,  women,  youths,  elders,  and  for  all  interested  people.  

This means it is an open place for all people to participate on whatever being undertaken there, 

whether political or religious activities. Odaa is also a very sacred object for us. So, we don't 

even  touch  it  without  possessing  the spirit  of  Ayyaana  or  at  least  getting  any permission  

from  this  spiritual  being  called  Ayyaana. However, when  the Ayyaantu allows or permits us; 

we perform different activities like slaughtering animals such as, sheep, bull or oxen just 

according to the spiritual order of the  Ayyaantu  through which we  get  to  contact  with  the  
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spirit  of  Odaa.  During this time, we can use the broken branches of Odaa as a fire wood to 

cook the meals prepared from object sacrificed.  Sometimes,  Ayyaana  does  not  allow  us  to  

use  fire  woods  from  the  plants  grown outside the Odaa‟s shade and its branches because it is 

believed as it contaminates the sacred value of sacrifice provided for the  Odaa. During the time 

of drought, we pray to Waaqaa being gathered under Odaa tree because it is the only tree which 

remains wet while others got to be extinct. It is a very humble tree that shows Waaqaa‟s 

omnipotence  and  ambivalence.  It originated, water which shows peace, calm and silence. 

Dereje states that, various explanations were given for the reason why Odaa became a socio-

political  center Gada. To begin with,  Odaa  grows in the areas where there is  abundant water,  

which  is  a  source  of  life  and fertility.  Among  other  trees,  according  to  the tradition,  Odaa  

remains  wet  even  during  long period of drought. The widely told tradition claims that  Waaqaa  

invoked  spirits  of  dedication  to  big trees,  rivers  and  big  mountains  and  the  areas were 

referred to as sacred. In the Oromo worldview, Waaqa is believed to have communicated with  

people  through  intermediaries  called  ayyaana  (spirit), which is the organizing principle.
152 

Another old man among my informants  who is now 65 years old told  me that  he  has a very 

long experience of participating  in all kinds of ritual ceremonies under  Odaa Bulluq; 

I have  been  participating  in  all  kinds  of  Gada  rituals  whether  political  or  religious which  

are undertaken under  Odaa Bulluq. So, during both religious or political rituals are  being  held  

under  this  Odaa  tree,  a  great  deal  of  care  is  taken not  to degrade against the sacred value 

of Odaa tree. Every socio- political and religious performances are also undertaken calmly and 

peacefully. The speeches are always very spiritual.  So,  they  are  always  believed  to  be  full  

of  truth  because  the  spirit  attached to the  Odaa  is feared to express itself through unexpected 

ways if a person lies  in  his  or  her  conversation  with  everyone  under  Odaa  tree  because  

the  spirit  of Waaqa  is  believed  to  exist  there  at  any  time.  For  example,  when  a  person  

speaks untruth under the  Odaa  while the political debate is being undertaken, it is thought  that 

the branches will be broken down with the speech of  the  person. Therefore, both  parties  are  

allowed  to  make  a  swearing  or  an  Oath  in  the  name  of  God  the  creator  “Waaqaa 
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uumaa”. Look there! Can you see that trunk? (Indicating a fallen trunk of Odaa Bulluq). Our 

Odaa already had detected this reality and witnessed it. Here, according to the Macca Oromo in 

the study area, Odaa is a place where Waaqaa is believed to have witnessed the denial or the 

agreements to be achieved during the political issues and religious are undertaken. 

Hence, Dereje also elaborated as," the sycamore tree of different kinds are regarded as an abode 

of spirit among the Oromo and used to provide the Oromo with ritual performances and praying 

site. For fear of retaliation, every socio-political and religious issue had to be conducted calmly 

and peacefully as well as based on truth. Under the shade Odaa is believed to have witnessed the 

denial or the agreement to be achieved. Due to  the  deep  rooted  traditional  attachment  to 

especially  the  sacred  tree,  even  the reconciliations  that  were  not  held  under  and around  

the  tree  were  not  regarded  as  binding." For instance, his explanation showed that the tradition 

about the beginning of the use of Gada centers had more of religious background. He also stated 

that the life of African societies of the past was dominated by religion than politics.
153

 

Moreover,  the  Oromo  conceptualization  of Gadaa  was  related  to Odaa and  rooted in 

religious  and  symbolic  dichotomies  which  were associated to it. The Oromo had myths as 

well as stories that try to explain the origin of this world, the natural disasters and social disorder, 

the arrival of a prophet and the beginning of Gadaa system. The Oromo believed that Gadaa was 

a system given to them through which the people were guided and obeyed Waaqaa.  Besides,  

traditions  explain  that  owing to  the long  period  drought, only Odaa tree  and  spring water 

Walaabuu provided  shade  to  human.
154 

 All people sought the support of Waaqaa and began rain-making ritual  under  the Odaa tree of 

Walaabuu. The story demonstrates the beginning of seeking God in unity, asking God to grant 

the needs of the community. Because of the long time prayers, Waaqaa is said to have sent his 

agent Qaalluu (Nabii) from heaven. Qaalluu is regarded as a prophet who came with  laws  of 

Waaqaa,  rules  of social  order  to  teach  human being. The first Qaalluu who is believed to 

have been the eldest son of Waaqaa  was  seen  with  his  all  emblem under Odaa tree  at  
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Walaabuu. In other words, Waaqaa visited human being in the form of Nabii under Odaa tree in  

prophetic  time.
155

 

A similar tradition claims that once upon a time an old innocent man called Garraamticha 

(humble) Walaabuu is said to have received Gadaa rules from Waaqaa in a cloud mist under 

Odaa tree. The old man of Walaabuu from then on became (messenger of Waaqaa who is said to 

have heard the word of Waaqaa. Hence, the myth claims that since Odaa had been the tree under 

which Waaqaa re-established His relation and revealed the laws, Odaa became a sacred tree of 

different  purposes.
156

 

The  main  purpose  of Gada practitioners  was  to  ensure  health,  and  fertility  of human beings 

and their animals. Rain is always the sign of blessing. In the Gada rituals at the Gada centers 

three elements; water  (rain), grass  and milk  were  usually available  and  aimed  at 

interconnecting the natural and social order. This is because water  that  comes from  the  sky  

promoted the growth of grass; the grass  was food for cattle, which produced milk. During rituals 

or prayers, this cycle  appears to be reversed: milk was powered over grass to pray for  rain. This 

reveals  that performing Gada rituals  was  aimed  at  achieving fertility, growth and 

prosperity.
157

 

4.3. Odaa as a place of truth 

Some scholars also explain  that mythically, Odaa  is believed to have grown on the burial of the 

founding father of the Oromo. According to Mohammed,  Oromo dealt with their socio - 

economic, political and religious affairs under  Odaa  tree at lafa dhugaa(Place  of  truth).  Lafa 

dhugaa  is to refer  to  the  burial  ground  as  Oromo  traditionally  consider  people  go  to  lafa  

dhugaa  when they die. The big stone under  Odaa tree is believed to be  the  burial  place  lafa  
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dhugaa  where  it  is  totally  forbidden  to  speak untruth. Hence, the customary laws are also 

proclaimed under Odaa tree by the lalaba (the one who announces), standing on the big stone.
158

 

Thus, having such insights in mind, I asked an Old man, one of the Abbaa Gadaas  namelyObbo 

Namee  Ayyanoo,  about  the main reasons behind the consideration of Odaa  as a place of truth. 

The man being amazed by my question, (I read his emotion from his facial expressions when he 

gave me a very short smile and laugh) explained not only his ideas but also together with his 

emotion saying, when we Oromo say Odaa is a place of truth it is not just a simple thing or it is 

not without a reason. Everything that takes place under Odaa tree is based on truth. There are no 

lies  (untruth)  in  our  Gada  system.  When  there  is  conflict  between  Oromo children, they 

come to  Odaa  and discuss their  problems under  Odaa  and infront of Abba Gadas. Oromo 

fathers socialize their children teaching truth. Accusation, when there is problem the oromo sat 

down under Odaa  tree. According to our tradition, during this time if  someone spoke untruth 

and  found guilty, he/she would be punished additionally for his her mistrust and untruthfulness 

under the Odaa. Because he/she is considered to be disrespecting  Odaa and the father Abba 

Gadas. Therefore, when it is got difficult to judge that people are dishonest to each other, they 

are  brought under Odaa tree to make Oaths infront of fathers.  

According to oral tradition narrated from old folks, Odaa was a tree which was grown on the 

burial of an ancient Oromo father. Since then, the Oromo started to consider Odaa  as a place of 

truth.The other explanation about Odaa as a place of truth is that the place is where the lalallaba 

(proclamation) of the gada system takes place. It is  also the  place  where  Abba  Gadas  make  

an  oath during  the  mudaa  ceremony. Therefore, Odaa  is regarded as a place of  truth among 

the Oromos and for them it is one of the major characteristics of the place which provided it with 

a massive respect among the people(response from Abba Gada).  

4.4. The local interpretation of the fruits of Odaa 

According to Bartles (1994), quoted in Dereje, Odaa is considred as human among  the  Oromo.  

As to him, “it has trunk and arms it grows straight upward, and it lifts its arms to the sky. The 
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trunk is our first ancestor and the branches are our clans and sub clans, and lineages, and 

families, and our children are like its fruits."
159

 

 On the other hand, according to the explanation from the elders, this  interpretation is based on 

the natural structure of the tree. Showing  the  genealogical  structure  of  the  nation  as  a  

whole,  each external bodies of Odaa,(the trunk, its  branches  and  fruits)respectively  

represented  the genealogy from its origin to the current young generation. Hence, according to 

the explanation by a man from the  Horro Oromo  elders says, we are very large in  population, 

Odaa  has also a very large uncountable number of fruits  which  are  sometimes  used  to  be  

consumed.  For  example parallely  speaking, when it  is  necessary,  we  send  our  children  to  

the  national  service,  to  serve  the community which means we use them in exchange for 

different purposes.  It is like that we consume the fruits of Odaa. Therefore, the fruits of Odaa are 

just like the off springs of a family among Oromo it is possible to eat fruits of Odaa tree. It is 

also interpreted as the nation uses its children or the young generation in different social services 

from helping their family up to serving in the army. 

 

 

Figure 4:  Odaa Picture taken by researcher during field work June18, 2010 
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4.5. Political Roles, Values and practice of Odaa Bulluq 

According to some sources about the Oromo Gada system, the impact of Odaa Bulluq in relation 

to the socio- political life of Horro Oromo is significant raised issue. For instance, in Gemechu, 

1996, orientation of Odaa as a “Galma” (Ceremonial house) of the Qaalluu or Abbaa Gada, it 

has always been as much a political as it is a religious institution.  

With regard to Odaa Bulluq, according to local elders, the position Odaa Bulluq has among the 

local societies is strong and respectful among Horro Oromo. As it could be understood about the 

local perception from the participants‟ view towards its political value, an idea of one of the 

Local Abba Gada who is serving his leadership in the past said, Odaa Bulluq is a much respected 

tree out of all kinds of tree species found in our Woreda and/or generally among the Horro 

Oromo because it is where seera (law) is being proclaimed. It was also a place where Qaalluus 

used to make the Muudaa ceremony for the new Abbaa Gadaas. A place where disputed bodies 

such as clans, sub – clans, and individuals come together in search of peaceful settlement of their 

conflict. It is a place where harmed party presents its case to the elders seeking justice, where 

truth can be investigated without any violation of the rules of Waaqa. Therefore, the political 

roles and values of Odaa Bulluq can be discussed in terms of these political practices undertaken 

under its shade. Other political practices undertaken under Odaa Bulluq also include the Muda 

ceremony Abbaa Gadaa. It is a place where peaceful transfer of power takes place. 

4.6. Women’s Participation 

Among the Horro Oromo women's participation in the Gada system is realized by an institution 

known as siiqee (siinqee). One of major institution of peace making system in the Gada system is 

siinqee. Siinqee (thin stick) is an institution through Oromo female struggle for the equality and 

respect of their right. Just like Bokkuu and Horooro (stick) symbolize the ritual power of Gada 

leaderssiinqee and caaccuu (beads) are symbols of ritual leadership. A female began to hold 

siinqee (thin stick) just after her marriage and this signifies fertility. Like caaccuu, siinqee is a 

symbol of blessing for fertility, production and prosperity in her life time.
160
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In Horro Oromo, siinqee has both religious and social power that signifies women's participation 

in the peace making processes along with the legal experts and elders. Among the Gada 

community of Odaa Bulluq the power of Haadha siinqee is parallel to the power of Abbaa 

Bokkuu. When there is conflict between individuals, family members or inter family up to inter-

clan conflict, Haadha siinqee (mothers of siinqee) intervene between the fighting and points 

siinqee to the sky so as to stop the fighting at the point.
161

 

Haadha siinqee is one of the members of the Gada at Odaa Bulluq i.e., Horro Oromo have 

identified Haadha siinqee selected from others femals members of the community.This is 

indication of the democratic nature of Gada at Odaa Bulluq. Women's participation in the Gada 

system is not only limited to peace making process. Farther women have a protective law in the 

Gada laws it is applicable among Oromo Gada system. It is known as Seera Haadha (the law of 

mothers) According to Alamayehu's statement, in the Gada system mothers and generally 

females have special places and the laws enforce that females should be respected, protected and 

served.
162

 

4.7. Odaa Bulluq center of worship and ritual 

4.7.1. Worship and ritual 

The Oromo under the Gada system considered the big trees, rivers and a mountains as "holy 

areas" and these were centers of worship ritual practices. Besides, being the office of government 

"Odaa Bulluq was sacred ritual place where the Gada classes preformed sacrifices every eight 

years for Horro Oromo. Thus, there was a Butta ceremony (a ceremony/festival conducted 

during election of Abba Gada), every eight years with ritual practice and worship. People 

considered waaqa as omnipotent and sustainer and usually expressed by praying. People believed 

that through prayers, offerings and sacrifices, they would get ways of contact with waaqa. The 

sacrifice in time of Butta ceremony and every new yearwhich was directed to waaqa was meant 

for peace, prosperity and health of the society. Thanks were also given by prayers on Butta 
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ceremony for what waaqa gave them after the last Gada (seven) years and for waaqa's sustaining 

them to attend the Butta ceremonies.
163

 

According to my informant, kenate Aaga, the Horro woreda Cultural and Tourism Bureau expert 

speech in every eight years, all the Gada set which reached the Luba stage guarded by the Follee 

and followed by other participants of the ceremony assembled at Odaa Bulluq. The Luba on their 

way to Bulluq never crossed a river. They had to find another way if there was any river between 

their house and the center. These members of Gada wore a special dress known as Bullukko. Five 

days before ritual at Odaa Bulluq the Luba were not expected to sleep in bed and have sexual 

inter course. On the day of the ceremony people gathered near the center and went gradually and 

silently to Odaa Bulluq. The participants of the ceremony were headed by the Abba Bokku and 

his subordinate ritual expert, the Qalluu followed by the luba and other people. As all people 

gathered, the Abba Bokku and the Qaalluu began blessing the people and praying for peace, 

prosperity and health. 

It was on this day that sacrifice was given and people vowed for what they desired to get from 

waaqa. The animal mostly a bull was presented for sacrifice by individuals as thanks giving or 

out of free will. This bull should be always a fattened one and should not have a broken horn, its 

tail, ears and eyes should be normal. It was the shane(councils) who handed over the animals and 

the offerings. Then, the Abba Bokkuu slaughtered the bull and sprinkled the blood on the 

dedicated area. The Luba burnt a portion of  the meat as sacrifice for waaqa. It is believed that  if 

the smile went to waaqa from the burnt meat waaqa would accept people's sacrifice, hear their 

praying and vow.
164

 

In Oromo of Horro Guduru wollega hinterland sacrifices offers to Waaqa for the sake of 

religious beliefs most of the time: 
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involves  live animals like bull , sheep, goat, and hen. Valuable material cultural products, libation 

of milk, honey, Biqila (various kinds of locally prepared alcoholic drinks) and invoking a deity with 

coqorsa (fresh green grass) are also presented to the revered divinity on every occasion of 

religious ritual under odaa Bulluqand Caatto forest. These culturally set items mainly symbolize an 

avid desire for fertility, health, wealth, peace, and stability.
165

 

 My informant Obbo Gaddafa Tolera informed me about vow, on the ritual ceremony, following 

the blessing and praying of the ritual leaders, people vowed to waaqa for what they wished to 

get. Though, the content was not the same it was usually aimed at prosperity usually to have 

many cattle, health and to get a child. For instance, a sterile woman usually vowed to get 

children. A sterile woman was expected to stand in the flowing water in front of the Abba Bokku 

who prayed with the other prayers to waaqa. "May you make her womb wet, please waaqa make 

her womb wet, a woman who is your slave is praying to you, hear her prays." The Abba Bokku 

sprinkled water to the woman who then vowed to waaqa if she would get a child up to the next 

Gada in the name of the Ayyaana (sprit) of fourteen Horro clans and the Ayyaana of Odaa 

Bulluq. Then the woman immediately visited Haadha caaccu (mother of caaccu) to blessed. 

Caaccu was an oval leather strip cow shell, fixed firmly in nine rows of which two are suspended 

was a ritual object and a symbol fertility where the number nine shows fullness. It was kept by 

the Borana women hangaftu (elder), and only by the women who had already stopped sexual 

intercourse. They believed that waaqa would hear mother of caaccu if they would have dress 

Maram's Qomee and pray, where blessed the women for fertility.
166

 

4.7.2. Irrecha - As a ritual practice 

 According to my informant, Olani Wakwayya, "in Horro wored the largest gathering other than 

the Butta (Gada) celebration of every eight years was the annual festival known as Irrecha. It was 

held every new year on September 18(E.C) after Christian Maskal. Irrecha was aspecial kind of 

grass used by the Oromo for ritual purpose. It was also sometimes called 'Coqorsa.' This grass 
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was selected because it keeps moisture even during the dry season. It was a symbol of fertility 

and hope." 

Irreecha is celebrated in different places, such as at other sideof lakes, rivers, springs and hills all 

over the Oromo areas of the country. Once the spring season begins, the Oromo with Christian 

background first celebrate Irreecha in their respective houses. Then they go out and celebrate 

with their relatives under Odaa trees. There, they resolve disputes, reconcile differences, eat 

porridge, cabbage, and bread together, and spend Masqal together. After  Masqal, they go to a 

river where the children, the elderly, and  cattle  drink, and  they  play  together  and  celebrate  

Irreecha.
167

 

One of my informant from Horro Bulluq  told me  that,on the Irrecha celebration day in Horro 

Bulluq woreda the sekela town people gathered from different areas of the zone. And there by, 

the road iscovered with people who were mostly dressed white traditional clothes decorated by 

the color of the flag of the regional state of Oromia: red at the top, white in the middle, and black 

at the bottom. There are many layers under this “traditional dress" that is actually a new form of 

"traditional dress" with the flag of the Oromia government and Ethiopia. Others were dressed 

new clothes, some others are also dressed plain white or decorated traditional clothes. The people 

walked to the river under the Odaa  Bulluq tree on foot, in large groups by carrying green grass 

and flowers. 

According to Gemechu the Oromo use green grass, not  only  during the  celebration  of  

Irreecha,  but  also  on  other  social  occasions  such  as weddings, public holidays, during child 

birth, on agricultural fields, and at home. During the  Irreecha ceremony,  the  Oromo  carry  

flowers  because  it  is  a  time  when  the  field  is also covered with flowers. September and 

October are months when flowers flourish in most parts of Ethiopia. Flowers mark the beginning 

of the spring season; they lead to seeds and thus productivity. The Oromo carry flowers, behind a  

creation  of  Waaqa in  Irreecha celebrations  to  thank Waaqa.  In Oromo  language  they  say,  

„We  believe  in  Waaqa who created us, and we pray carrying what he created‟ „Waaqa nu 

uumetti amannaa, uumamaan Waaqa kadhanna’.However, carrying flowers is not compulsory 
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and it depends on the month when the Oromo celebrate Irreecha.  For instance, in May, 

worshippers  are not expected to carry  flowers  because  it  is  not  the  season  of  flowers.  

Worshippers can  simply  carry  green grass.
168

 

One of my in formant from Horro Takele Ganfure, pointed out that, depend on Oromo tradition, 

the Horro  Oromo worshippers of Irrecha should mainly walk hand in hand while traveling to 

celebrate the ceremony. The first row during the march to the festival is composed of the ritual 

leaders, Abbaa Malkaa (father of the river), which is followed by Ayyaantuu (female spiritual 

leader), Abbaa Gadaa, and elders. Foollee (the singer) accompanied the officials and sings songs 

by praising Waaqa. On reaching the river, worshippers immerse the green grass and the flowers 

they have carried  in  the  river  and  sprinkle  themselves  as  well as  others  around  them. Thus, 

there was blessing for the country, its people, crops, cattle and rain, land and horse, In  addition 

to the above, during the celebration there was galloping of houses, and singing of  traditional 

songs and dancing by the Folle (youth). 

This Irrecha- cultural heritage was ended with speeches made  by individuals from Zonal 

administrative, as well as,  culture and tourism bureau and blessings done by elders-they praise 

the administrators for their support and co-operation in  Irreecha festival and other cultural  

practices.  

From economic point of view, one of my informant told to me that, the Horro Guduru Oromo 

like in many other areas practiced mixed farming. Rain was important for both cattle breeding 

and crop production. During disasters mainly when rain stopped, the Oromo of this region used 

to pray waaqa (the ultimate source of life and the greater sender of rain). They believed that if 

the rain clouds hang down, waaqa approached them because it was through rain that waaqa gave 

life to man his cattle and crops. When the rain clouds went away in the rainy season, the Oromo 

of this region gathered under caffee Bulluq and prayed for rain. 

The other informant said" such occasions besides the ritual leaders, the Abba Kallacha and 

Haadha caaccuu (mother of beads) were present. While praying the Abba kallacha inserted one 
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of the kallacha finger in to the water. At the end of praying, a black bull (since rain cloud is 

black) was slaughtered which had a white mark on its forehead, and vowed for the next Gada if 

waaqa brought rain. Thus the rain used to come right away." 

On the other hand, according to my informant Ato Namee Ayyanoo, after the decline of Gada 

system in Horro until it was revived again recently, it was the Qaalluu who took the ritual leader 

ship at Odaa Bulluq and their home that advised the people to pray for rain. Praying was carried 

out by women who were now free from sexual practice and held caaccuu at Qaallu's house, five 

elders ( who held spear ), five shanees (five councils) five young boys and five virgin girls who 

held awl, after praying as usual they slaughtered ablack bull. This praying is still going on by 

some people in habiting the surrounding area of Odaa Bulluq. 

4.7.3 Oath as a ritual practice 

The other important area of life was in the life of the traditional Oromo was called oath. Oath 

was aimed at ensuring truth. According to, Gaddefa (1983), Oath givers at Odaa Bulluq were the 

Shanee (five councils). In Gada system the Shanee were elected by the people and approved by 

Gadaa officials. The function of the shanee in the Gadaa system was, counseling between the 

people and the Gada officials, were judges, and received, the offerings during thanks giving.
169

 

Oath was given to those people who were suspected of being guilty, murdered a person or stole 

other people's property. The shane did this by preparing different items such as inflated  goat 

bladder, stone, bended tree branches and two edged knife. These oath items in Horro Guduru had 

their own clearly recognized meanings. The oath takers from a concerned village or area first of 

all contributed some money to buy a goat whose bladder was involved in the oath ceremony. The 

oath taker while taking an oath touched the stone and said. If Iam not speaking the truth, let 

waaqa make myself as hard as this stone which does not speak and does not grow like this 

stone.
170
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My female informant Abbonesh Bato said that, the oath taker also took on oath by kicking the 

inflated goat bladder and give oath; if Iam not speaking the truth, let waaqa puffed-up me like 

this bladder or if Idid anything wrong, committed any crime or stole anything, murder any 

person, let waaqa inflate me like this bladder and kill me. The oath taker also touched the bended 

tree branch and said, if I did the wrong things, let my way of life be full of bends and be terrible. 

Finally, the oath taker said, let the Ayyana of the nine Bulluq springs and the Ayyana kudha 

arfan Horro (the spirit of  fourteen springs of Horro) kill me, let the sun beneath which I walk 

drive me from her face. Besides, two edged knife was involved. The oath taker touched the two 

edged knife and said; If I am not speaking the truth, if I have taken, some one's property, if I did 

such and such things, let waaqa and the spirit of fourteen Horro clans put me to this knife. 

Informant Olani Hulluka told me concerning the tradition of Horro Oromo with regard to crime 

and oath takers, among the concerned village it was only those who believed that they were 

free from such crimes who took the Oath at Bulluq. But, the people who were involved in such 

kind of crime or at least knew or heard about it would not take the Oath. If crime committed the 

suspected person was to take an Oath. It is believed that the criminals or his family and his 

health would disappear from the face of the earth. In such away, the people were generally  

afraid and never took an Oath, if they knew that they were criminals or did wrong things. 

Moreover, if the concerned person was to take an Oath wrongly, his relatives and his family 

would not allow him. Rather they helped him in paying the cost in property or Guma (blood 

feud) in cash or in kind. In this way the truth was attested in the name of waaqa at Odaa Bulluq. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE GRADUAL WEAKENING OF THE GADA SYSTEM AND THE  

CHALLENGES   TO  ODAA BULLUQ 

5.1. Factors for  the decline of Gada system in Horro Guduru 

For change of the republican type of government or monarchical system among the Oromo, 

various factors were attributed. Among this factors were the change of mode of production from 

nomadic pastoralist to sedentary agriculture, the impacts of states that the Oromo encountered 

mainly at the western part of the country and the impact of Islam
171

. 

However, the former two factors donot seem to be fundamental in transforming the Oromo way 

of the south of Abbay i.e., in changing their government system to a monarchical type. This is 

because the Oromo of Horro Guduru had lived with their traditional Gada system for a long 

period of time until the second half of nineteenth century; the Sidama states were also too far 

from Horro- Guduru to have influenced them and Islam had very little impact. Therefore, 

internal dynamics such as the weakness of the political structure and economic developments as 

well as the external pressure (central administration) in the second half of nineteenth century 

might have been responsible.
172

 

Internally, in Horro -Guduru, from early nineteenth century there were various events for the 

decline of republican form of government. These are: the influences of wealth, personal 

character and brevity of good inherited name.The Gada officials were elected based on these 

criteria. Especially, the election of Abba Bokku had become almost hereditary, as the Abba 

Bokku had to be chosen from the descendants of the eldest son of Jaawwi, Horro. Thus the right 

to introduce proposals of new laws was given to the descendantsof Horro. This tradition 

continued right up to the second half of nineteenth century to the descendants of the first son of 
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Horro, Guta, namely Himbabo Dedde in whose hands the Bokku remained when Gada was 

abandoned.
173

 

According to my informant Olani, wakwayyain Gada system, the elders or the hangafa who were 

nearest in blood to the Boorana were believed to be Ayyaantu whom waaqa heard and during 

whose period of rule, life would be good. Voting was therefore carried out according to the 

supposed order of birth of sons of Horro. Thus, hereditary privilege was recognized. This 

hierarchical principle might have agitated the other descendants of Jaawwi and caused a 

departure. Moreover, nineteenth century was a period in which several chiefdoms wanted 

independence, a period of state formation. Therefore, these regions favored to form their own 

political entities other than being under Odaa Bulluq political structure. 

According to one of my informants ,after the secession of states beyond the Angar river, the 

Guduru withdrew and formed their Caffee center at aplace called Qobbo. However, in the case of 

the Guduru the season of separation was rather political than geographical. Qobbo remained the 

Gada center for the Guduru Oromo under the leader ship of Maalole (the eldest son of Guduru) 

until Gada was abandoned. On the other hand, the neighbor of Horro, the Jimma made an 

attempt to withdraw from the political structure of Bulluq and tried to form their center at Baha 

karra. However, some of other my informants told me that, the Jimma remained as participants in 

Gada assembly at Odaa Bulluq until the second half of nineteenth century. This is evidenced by 

the fact that Guyyoo Mandidaa the last Abba muda (Qaalluu) of the Gada assembly at Odaa 

Bulluq was from Jimma. 

The other weakness of the Macca system of Government in the early nineteenth century was that 

the procedure of the Gada assembly was slow and elaborate. Meeting was called only when 

problems arose and were not held regularly. The Gada assembly discussed the matters at a 

greater length all members expressing their ideas in turn and then agreement was reached. If 

there was no agreement or decision, the Abba Bokku postponed the meeting to another day 

usually five or nine days long depending on the seriousness of the problem. This was bad and 

delayed decisions too long. The gap between the sessions of the Gada assembly was exploited 

and produced opponents with gifts and convincing words. "The unhealthy custom" was 
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responsible for weakening  the republican institution and necessitate further change from license 

to despotism.
174

 

5.2. The inter- regional conflict among Horro Guduru clans and emergence 

of mooti (king) 

According to my Horro informants, the secession of states beyond the Angar River and the 

Guduru state from the Gada assembly of Odaa Bulluq was immediately followed by inter 

regional war. By about 1840's Horro was engaged in constant and continuous warfare mainly 

with Jimma Gannati, Jimma Rare and Guduru, at the beginning the conflict was mostly caused 

by cattle raids, and disputes over the right of pasture and boundary. The period of these inter- 

regional fighting that continued until the emergency of mooti (king) was also known as Jabana 

eeboo(spear century), when the main fighting weapons were spears and shields. 

The inter- regional war gradually developed in to the war of holding a state in mid 19th century 

aimed at incorporating each other's territory. Under the Gada system of government it was the 

Abba Duula who was responsible for the territorial defense against external aggression and 

expansion of neighboring states. Thus, the war was led by the Abba Duula and tradition confirms 

that it was at this time that the Abba Duula got the name of Abba Biyya (father of the country). 

However, the constant and prolonged state of war fare had an important constitutional result as 

the Abba Duula was given absolute power during emergency. The continuation of power in the 

hands of Abba Duula resulted in the centralization of power only in the hands of a single person. 

This condition allowed the Abba Duula to monopolize power and tended to weaken the 

egalitarian character of the Gada for the division of power.
175

 

The continuation of war (conflict) also had economic impact. Normally under the Gada system 

the Abba Duula was given and allowed to keep one tenth of any wealth looted and much of the 

collected money went to the central treasury of the state. However, as the war prolonged and as 

the power gradually shifted from Gada assembly to Abba Duula, the later could accumulate 
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much property. One of the important sources that increased the wealthy of Abba Duula was the 

control of the trade route that passed through the regions from Basso to the Gibe states.
176

The 

gates of each on the trade route were controlled and commanded by the Abba Duulaa  who used 

the opportunity to increase their wealth through taxation both in peace and war times. The 

collected money began to flow in to the hands of the Abba Duula who kept it privately than in to 

the state treasury. The Abba Duula used the collected money for defense purpose. Gradually the 

Abba Duula almost "no duty" during peace time would challenge strongly the power of Abba 

Bokku. In other words the growth in wealth and the ambition of individual war generals worked 

against the existing Gada institution.
177

 

By the second half of the nineteenth century the political structure of Horro had shifted 

considerably. Since the period called Jabana eeboo (spear century) each group of community 

had its own chiefs who was the eldest or the more powerful family regardless of Abba Bokku. 

The Abba Duulaa taking all the powers of the state would later become mooti (king) and 

continued to undertake war on the other neighboring states for domination. It was this rivalry that 

hindered the Macca states to put up strong resistance against the expanding Gojjame and led 

them to fell under Gojjame invading forces.
178

 

Though the republican form of government was not totally, changed, it was on the process of 

formation by 1850's. However, two decades later it was more or less abandoned except the name. 

In Horro where the Gada assembly was at Odaa Bulluq, the last Abba Duula before the change of 

republican to monarchical type was Garba Hurruba. Around 1840's the Abba Duulaa (Abba 

biyyaa-father of the country) of Horro was Galjane who was from Birbirso clan. During his 

period Horro successfully resisted the ambitious expansion of Jimma Gannati. However, after 

eight years of service the Gada assembly of Odaa Bulluq elected Gissa warja as Abba Duula in 
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1850's who was from Alshayya clan particularly Alaku lineage. He was elected to be the Abba 

Biyya (father of the country) for the fourteen Horro clans.
179

 

Accordingto my informants, the Abba Duula was the owner of everything concerning the state 

including the people. However, Gissa was a self seeking and greedy rule.The war between Horro 

and Jimma Gannati reached its climax during him. Initially the war was at Laga Gombo. 

However, the ambitious and strong person Fidaa Bakiru of Jimma Gannati claimed Jimma's 

territory to include all the area's east of Shambo and his objective was to occupy Horro as a 

whole. On the other hand, Gissa Warji had strong warriors like Garba Hurruba (from Gobayyo 

clan), Dalee (Alshayya), Qanno (Jaarte), and Goshu Hirpa whom he promised to share with them 

land and to be mooti himself after the war. It is said that, Fidaa Bakiru of Jimma had expanded as 

far as Harbuu Baala in Horro's territory east of Shambo. Finally, the war conducted between 

them and resulted in Fida Bakru's death. According to the oral informants, Gissa was the first 

Abba Duula who established the boundary between Horro and Jimma Gannati by putting big 

stonebetween the two regions. 

Immediately after the war Gissa's followers requested for the share of the land. But Gissa rather 

recommended the conquest of another neighboring regionswhose land he gain promised to share 

with them. But his discontented warriors began to find strategy of how to avoid him and take his 

power. Gissa was then killed by a left handed man called phiine Dalasa with spear. Soon after 

the death of Gissa, Garbaa Hurruba became the Abba Duula of Horro (Informant Olani 

wakwaya). 

5.3. The challenges to Odaa Bulluq 

As oral informants stated, Garbaa Hurruba had been the most prominent warrior when Gissa was 

in power. Following the defeat of Gissa warji, the Gada assembly of Horro met at Odaa Bulluq 

and took vow, blessed and elected Garba as the Abba Duula. However, his reign marked the 

decline of Gada assembly of Odaa Bulluq and shaped another political system. This is because 

the period is remembered by tradition as the beginning of motumma (king ship) in Horro. From 

that time on, the Gada assembly had never elected any power holder because such strong 
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individuals began to get their own power. The event happened soon after the death of Garbaa. 

Garbaa served as an Abba Duula only for four years. He died a natural death before completing 

his term of office. 

According to informant Olani Wakwayya, the Gada assembly of Odaa Bulluq immediately after 

the death of Garba, made an assembly to elect another Abba Duula. While the Gada assembly 

was in the process of selecting an Abba Duulaa, Garab's wife Dagattee presented a proposal to 

the assembly to give the power of the Abba Duula, to her young son, Abiishe. However, the 

Gada assembly under the Abba Bokku called Toobo Mandiya refused her proposal. The proposal 

was rejected because it was unusual and was not in the Gada institution, and this might create a 

hereditary form of leader ship. Moreover, though Abiishe had been a brave and distinguished 

warrior when his father was the Abba Duula, he was too young (Qondala) to take the 

responsibility of the state. However, Dagatte declared that her son, Abishee had already taken 

power. The Gada assembly of Odaa Bulluq got no time to inter into a debate with Dagatte and 

had no time to say no to give the power to Abiishe  because it was the period  when the state of 

Horro needed a strong Abba Duula to defend the region from the Gojjame raids. It is said that at 

the moment the earlier rarely raiding of the Gojjame developed in to open attacks to control the 

resource full regions south of Abbay. 

Abiishee's emergence as amooti (king) was followed by the formation of two categories, either to 

follow Abiishe or to oppose him. The former were larger than the latter. Those groups who 

followed Abiishe initially were mainly the Gobayya clan and Alshayya whose chifes was Daga 

Horro. This group followed Abiishe till the end and regarded Abiishe as a strong leader who 

would stop the Gojjame raiding which started earlier. Moreover, they had the idea that it was 

better to follow  Abiishe though he violated the Gada rules and regulations than fall under the 

Gojjame. The second group disliked Abiishee's violating Gada traditional rules and system of 

election, and continued to oppose him. However, Abiishe try fighting all the strong opponents 

mainly those local chiefs in fourteen Horro springs and made himself Mooti (king of Horro).
180
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Once Abishee acquired 'mootumma'(king) by force and obtained support from his clan 

(Gobayyaa), he imposed his will over the other clans. The strong personalities and chief of the 

other clans in Horro whom Abiishe controlled became war generals for the mooti. These war 

generals were appointed over their lafa and lafe (clan and territory) whom they were asked to 

defend administer as part of a new centralized state. The war generals (Abba Duula)who became 

loyal to the mooti advised the mooti on matters of loyal (fighting) against neighboring states and 

war against the Gojjame.
181

 

On the other hand informant Gaddafa Tolera told to me , the Gada assembly of Odaa bulluq from 

then on, lost its power of administration and its power was limited to judicial power. The Abba 

Bokku more or less became a purely ritual leader for both Butta celebration and other religious 

practices. The Abba Bokku was deprived of his real power by mooti. The last Abba Bokku in 

which Bokku (Scepter) of Gada assembly of Bulluq remained was in the hands of Tooboo 

Mandiya of Hinbaaboo Deedde.  

5.4. The expansion of Gojjame forces and conflict with Abiishe (Horro King) 

According to Ojirra Tujuba the earliest relation of Macca Oromo with the Gojjame began since 

Gada Roobale (1570-1578) when an attempt was made to raid Gojjame. In the next Gada Birmaji 

(1578-1586) the Macca registered great success in occupying vast areas north of Abbay. The 

relations which were mainly wars and conflicts as well as peaceful(trade) continued until the 

balance of power shifted in favor of the Gojjamein the second half of the nineteenth century.
182

 

Some literature provide evidence that the peaceful (trade)relation resulted in intermarriage 

between the ruling family of and that of Horro Guduru. This kinship ties gradually led to the 

possibility of the Gojjame political extension.whenever, there was political crises in Gojjam 

among the ruling families someindividuals escaped in to Horro Guduru. This is true in the case 

of Zewde in the beginning of nineteenth century (1809) and his descendants to Amuru 

andGuduru. The political refugee to this region used to encourage the local chiefs to expand their 

territoryby giving them like Fitawurari. However, in the early nineteenth century there were no 
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well planned objectives of expansion to control Horro Guduru. But there was occasional raids for 

immediate material benefits in the areas where kinship ties existed.
183

 

As the inter regional fighting were intensified among states south of Abbay, the Gojjame 

appeared as arbitrators first in Guduru. Thus, as opposed to the earlier raids the Gojjame started 

to stay and even to make other territories tributaries. The arbitrators by giving titles Qagnazmach 

and Grazmach to the contender in Guduru they began to use their knowledge of the reason to 

expand east, west and south. After controlling Guduru, the Gojjam forces and Fitawurari Yemer 

made constant campaigns against the Mooti of Horro Guduru (Abiishe) to control the region 

from its base Embabo.
184

 

As aresult, the three contenders for power Qadida wanabe of Jimma Rare, Abishe Garba of 

Horro, Bayyana Hulluqa of kuttaye made an agreement to resist the Gojjame forces. Qadid was 

the first to attack the Gojjame camp and inflicted a heavy loss on the life of the army. However, 

in the second attempt to attack  Qadida was captured and was made a puppet leader of his state. 

However, Abishe continued to control the trade route and challenge the Gojjame expansion. In 

the wars between Horro cavalry and the Gojjame Musketeers and rifle men, the former‟s cavalry 

scored a victory over the latter. Thus, Fitwarari yemer could not defeat Abiishe. At the time 

Abiishe is said to have 15, 000 horse men. Abishee's camp was on steep hill known as kokor (a 

sort of an island north of Amarti dam)at the northern edge of the great choman swampy. It was a 

strategic area that helped Abishee to defend the area from Yemer's forces.
185

 

It was because of the failure of yemer that Negus Teklehaymanot took three measures to defeat 

Abishe and to control the viable made route and the fertile states of Horro Guduru. Eventually, 

Ras Darasu was appointed in place of Fitwurari Yemer, the number of Gojjame troops was also 

increased and strengthened, and Finally Qadida wanabe was made to act as a mediator between 

Ras Darasu and Abishee. It was through the diplomacy of Qadida that Abishe was made to 

surrender on the promise that he would be a king of all states southof Abbay, mean while about 
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4000 Horro's horse men were crushed in surprise attack, Abishe was made captive during Easter 

and was taken to Gojjam in about 1876. Abishee's capture marked the end of seera 

oromo(Oromo king ship) and beginning of subjugation under alien rule. Thus the disunity and 

internal conflict among the Oromo as well as the superiority in fire arms helped the Gojjame to 

defeat Horro Guduru.
186

 

Soon the Gojjame controlled the trade route and began expansion towards the states west of 

Horro and the Gibe basin making their base Himbabo, Tullu Mara, and later on Tullu Caabiirraa. 

Under the Gojjame rule in Horro the brother of Abishe, Fandalala Garba was appointed. 

However, the rest of the local chiefs who put up resistance were arrested and imprisoned, while 

the other loyal chiefs were given Amharic title of Fitwurari. On the other hand the conquest of 

Menilek II led to the expansion of Shawans and domination of Horro Guduru by the Amahara 

culture.
187

Moreover, the conquest brought about a radical change in the political life of Horro 

Oromo. As a result of this and other preceding factors the democratic and republican form of 

government (the Gada system) further declined and lost its political and social significances the 

then time 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE CURRENTCONDITION OF ODAA BULLUQAND GADA SYSTEM 

6.1. The tradition about the genesis ofOdaa Bulluq 

As mentioned earlier, Odaa Bullq is one among the  five odaa centers of Gada that had been 

chosen and existed in Oromia region. Regarding its origin, there was oral traditions passing from 

generation to generation. For instance, my informant Obbo /Ato Olani Hulluqa, Horro woreda 

cultural and Tourism office expert says, 

The Macca of Jawwi clan who had been separated from Odaa Bisil expanded to south of Abbay 

and inhabited the present land of Horro Guduru, Iluabbabora, Jimma, East and west Wollega. 

Accordingly, the Jaawwi of fourteen Horro springs, settled in the present day Horro Guduru 

wollega (south of Abbay) and established their Gada center at Caffee Bulluq. Moreover, with 

regard to the genesis of the name Bulluq and its Gada system, there are oral traditions narrated 

by old folks of the area. According to this tradition, Bulluq is the name of the person and waajjuu 

is his son. Since antiquity, there was a drought in the area where Jawwi-Horro clans survived. 

Hence, the cattle of Waajjuu had been affected by the existing drought. Havinga scepter(Bokku) 

while moving along the road one day wajjuu reached the area of odaa (sycamore) and he had 

prayed to God, "saying letGod kill me first before killing my cattle as a result of 

drought.”Thereafter, he had touched the ground under Odaa tree by using the 

scepter(Bokku)which is on his hand, thereafter, immediately the water get out /fill from the 

ground. So after a while, the cattle of Bulluq drank successfully As a result the water saved them 

and their cattle.   

Accordingly, the man said that, the area of odaa tree "my name is Waajjuu Bulluq and you Odaa 

tree would be called by the name Burqaa Bulluq and you are my brother." After a process of 

time, the name of the area has been changed to Odaa Bulluq by the local elders  and began to 

practice Gada  system there. 

In addition, Olani Wakwayya informed me, oral tradition narrated from Old folks that, by sitting 

under this Odaa tree the Gada leaders made conflict resolution process and legislation of laws 

(law making). Moreover, they made regular Gada office under this Odaa tree. However, during 
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the time of past governments any socio-political, cultural and law making process was forbidden 

under the Odaa tree particularly Odaa Bulluq. Even many people's who had practiced Gada 

system and Irrecha under odaa tree were arrested and imprisoned and other severe punishment 

had been taken upon them.  

Therefore, Olani said, in order to sustain the socio-political and cultural activity (Gada) as well 

as Irrecha ceremony, that have been transmitted from their fore fathers, the Horro Oromo people 

used different mechanisms to protect Irrecha culture. For instance, the then time the people had 

been gone to river banks at the night time to perform Irrecha ceremony until the system was 

permitted and revived fully again. 

 

Figure 5:  Odaa Bulluq and its surrounding, photograph taken by researcher from its source. 

6.2. The current political condition of Odaa Bulluq 

As already indicated Horro Guduru Wollega, an area south of Abbay is settled by different 

Macha of Jawwii Oromo clans such as, Horro, Amuru, Jimma, Guduru, Jidda and Limmu etc. 

Their settlement in the area seems to have begun in the second half of 16th century. Since then, 

they have occupied the whole fertile and resourceful areas of Horro Guduru awaraja. The Macha 

clans of Horro Guduru had exercised the egalitarian Gada system (Gada Bulluq) for long period 

of time. However this social, political, cultural, and religious system of Horro Oromo Gada 

began to decline in the second half the nineteenth century as a result of internal and external 
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pressures. For instance, internally according to oral tradition narrated the weakness of the 

political structure of the Gada system i.e., the change of  republican form of government and  the 

formation of  monarchical system among the Horro Oromo.Externally, the impact of central 

administration, the then governors had imposed not to exercise the socio-political, cultural, and 

religious system of the Oromo the so called the Gada system.  

A man from the Macca elder who had 69 old told to me during my field work,during the time of 

past totalitarian governments any socio- political, cultural, religious system as well as  law 

making process was forbidden under the Odaa tree. Even many people's who had practiced Gada 

process under Odaa tree were arrested and other measures had been taken upon them. Oral 

tradition confirms that from our fore fathers the Gada system was prohibited from functioning 

for a long period of time. However, the peoples used different methods in order to preserve their 

traditional and indigenous culture for example, the mechanisms are the peoples were tried to 

practice, Irrecha festivity at night time by going to river bank until it was permitted and revived 

fully again.  

The informant further replied that, this was done by Horro Oromo because the desire for 

sustaining their culture was very high. As a result of this there was sever persecution by central 

administration. Later on, through process of time condition changed and the Gada system was 

revived again by Macca peoples after great initiation was made by Tulama descendants, who had 

been living in the central part of Horro wored. This condition was specially suitable with the 

permission of the existing EPRDF government. Now a days, it is in great progress and our 

heritage. Despite the fact that, great attempts were made to revive our indigenous culture, there 

were weaknesses from the concerned bodies. For instance, conserving and protecting the natural 

resources specially forests surrounding around historic place (the office of Gada) Odaa Bulluq. 

So if this things were improved we would promote and transmit a very good culture for our 

children. 

One can be deduced from the above idea, revival of currently existing Gada culture at Odaa 

Bulluq was after it had passed long process of obstacles and great challenges. This problems had 

been broken and Gada system had been operating in Horro woreda under Odaa Bulluq tree.  
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One of my informants from Horro Guduru Wollega cultural and tourism Bureau Olani 

Wakwayya told me, the Gada Bulluq was founded by  Waajjuu Bulluq in the beginning of 

seventeenth century having its all Gada element. It had served as the base for the Gada system of 

Jawwi offspring of Macha Oromo. Furthermore, it had served for the 14 offspring's of Horro- 

Jawwi decendants of Macha clan, until it was undermined and collapsed by internal and external 

forces, from functioning for more than half a century. However, the great challenges against the 

Gada system had been over thrown by the struggle made by Oromo hero and the desire of the 

peoples to re establish their Gada system. Accordingly, the attempts made by the Horro Oromo 

offspring later helped the return of Gada system well.  

In addition, the existing government (EPRDF) has played pivotal role in the implementation of 

the written constitution for the nations and nationalities and peoples of Ethiopia. According to 

the constitution, citizens are allowed the right to practice and develop their own language, 

culture, religion and history on legal manner. So this condition helped further the Horro 

descendants of Macca clan to re establish and exercise their egalitarian Gada culture 

freely.Therefore, the Gada Bulluq was restored with its full structure, after it was terminated for 

a long period of time until 1995 E.C. Hence, the Gada leaders who had been serving  from the 

end of 1995- 2003, were replaced by a new Gada leaders on  September 18, 2003. The new Gada 

leaders(officials) who assumed political power in 2003 E.C have passed some proclamations for 

the sustainability of Gada culture under Oda Bulluq tree and the desire for keeping the norms and 

values for the society. Besides, though Gada system was carried within eight years at caffe 

Bulluq under odaa tree, Irrecha culture was performed twice annually. These are known as; 

Irrecha malka (longriver bank festivity) and Irrecha Tullu (hilly top) in the Horro wored by the 

Horro decendants of Macca clan (response from informants) 

According to Tourism and cultural bureau response, Currently, during this Irrecha celebration at 

Odaa Bulluq, different peoples, government officers, for instance, Woreda cabinets, as well as 

Tourism and cultural bureau officials from Horro Guduru Wollega Zone and other areas 

participate and visit this Irrecha ceremony, since it is one of the cultural heritage of the Zone. So, 

in this ceremony, there is blessings by elders, galloping of houses, and singing of traditional 

songs by youth, dancing and etc. by the attendants. So, all this things have been done by dressing 

cultural clothes. Even though, the Gada system was declined in the second half of the 19th 
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century in Horro woreda due to certain factors, it has been revived again after several years with 

Gada elements and now fully on progress . 

The Gada assemblies, power transfer ceremonies and transition rites took place at this cultural 

place under Odaa tree (sycamore), the so called Odaa Bulluq, which is regarded as the centre of 

the Gada system for the peoples Horro. Besides, this Odaa tree is highly respected, because it is 

not only Gada offices but also centres of ritual and religious places for the society (response from 

culture and tourism office). 

6.3. Odaa Bulluq laws and proclamation 

According to Horro Guduru zone Cultural and Tourism Bureau officer informants, Gada is a 

system that holds the social, political, economic and religious activity of Oromo that started 

before 16th century. Hence, every activity of the Oromo has been managed and guided by the 

Gada government. Besides, this Gada government, carried out under the Odaa tree - it was the 

central office of Gada system. This Odaa tree was selected by Oromo elders because, Odaa is by 

its nature unique, and wet that can grow mostly near abundant water. So its coolness attracts to 

sit under its shade. Moreover, in Oromo culture the Gada officials and elders made conflict 

resolution and law making processes under the shade of Odaa tree. Owing to this, in Odaa Bulluq 

the Gada officials made law making procedure and revisions of old laws as well as proclamation 

of rule and regulations under the shade of Odaa Bulluq.  

Currently, the following are some of the proclamations made by Gada officials in Horro 

woreda at Odaa Bulluq ; 

1. In case of norm and ethics; depend on individual and democracy rights the Odaa Bulluq 

recommended and blessed the Oromo offspring's, 

1.1. The Gada Bulluq has passed the right to keep, promote and sustain their culture, 

history, language, religion and values for the Oromo. 

1.2. The Gada Bulluq has warned the necessary respecting of elders/for the aged father 

and mother/ 
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1.3. The Gad Bulluq has warned the Oromo people to follow up their offspring having the 

concept of respecting their elders (respecting one another) for future life. 

2. The Gada Bulluq has warned those individuals who had engaged in theft, lying ,liar, robbery, 

those who need strike, and generally, individuals who have been participated in anti 

development activities has to return from their wrong line.   

3. The Gada Bulluq has warned female daughters circumcision by the family after further 

diagnosis  of its impacts. 

4. The Gada Bulluq has been recommended the legal marriage between male and female Oromo 

youngsters, according to their culture and religion depend on agreement and love by testing 

their blood. 

5. The Gada Bulluq recommended any one has to  keep the normal well being of its health with 

regard to Oromo peoples to enhance agricultural production, and free from the victim of 

HIV/ADIS, and make the necessary diagnosis its blood in health station. 

6. The Gada Bulluq passed ignorance, poverty and backwardness are deep rooted among our 

society so that, the Odaa Bulluq  is committed to do ; 

    6.1. The program of eradicating poverty by standing along with the government policy. 

    6.2. To create awareness among the peoples the value of work ethics to sustain the government 

policy of eradicating poverty, and to bring long lasting suitable life for the people. 

  7. The Gada Bulluq passed, immediate conflict resolution process  by Old folks soon when the 

individual or the society has been  quarreled unfortunately. 

  8. The Gada Bulluq have passed, Oromo individual has to be trained  before creating a crime. At 

the same time any individual who had committed crime should be brought before the law.  

  9. The Gada  Bulluq have passed,  since, the life of  our people depended on agriculture, the 

conservation practice have to be done for soil and forest from degradation. The society should 

never await the direction (order) of the government, regarding the management and 
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conservation of soil and forest, everybody has to be aware enough or proactive.Besides, it has 

passed anybody has to be responsible for the destruction of natural environment. 

 10. The Gada  Bulluq is committed to the protection and sustainability of Oromo culture.So it can 

be deduced that, the Odaa Bulluq institution has been serving the people as an heritage by 

making social governing rules for the well being of the community and sustainability of 

Oromo culture (source taken from Horro woreda Cultural and Tourism  Bureau,translated from 

Afaan Oromo). 

6.4. Conservation management of Odaa Bulluq 

Conservation implies keeping in safety or preserving the existing state of a heritage resource 

from destruction or change, i.e., the action taken to prevent decay and to prolong 

life.
188

According to my informant, obbo Gaddafa Tolera, though Odaa bulluq is an indigenous 

socio-political, cultural and religious system of  Horro Oromo for a long period of time. 

However, as heritage place the required conservation process has not been done according to the 

reality. Besides, the area around Odaa Bulluq tree has been covered by manmade and natural 

forests. Some of this forests were planted by NGOs, where as others are afforested by local 

elders and the area is green. However, the concerned bodies like the woreda and Zonal cultural 

and tourism bureau has given less attention for this heritage sites.  

According to the informant, this can be observed that they are unable to protect the area from 

some times from  deforestation. In addition to this, the zonal and cultural and tourism bureau 

experts are not qualified personnel the heritage sector required. Rather normally they employed 

and assigned people who have been qualified in BE.d, for example, Amharic, Math's, and Afan 

Oromo as top level managers. This might be retarded and undermined probably the development 

of Odaa Bulluq heritage site. The other point to be raised here is that, around the heritage site of  

Odaa Bulluq master plan have been made to construct modern Abba Gada office building and  

other Bureaus by some individual. However, its design of construction has not been yet 

materialized. If changes would not be happen this might be a great impact for the sustainability 

of this heritage site. 

                                                           
188
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Figure 6:  Picture, manmade forest around Odaa Bulluq taken by researcher from its source. 

The other my informant Olani Wakwayya, told me about the current challenges of Odaa Bulluq  

saying that, Odaa bulluq is one of the Horro Guduru wallaga Historical and heritage site, even 

though, it was greatly challenged by previous systems, now days it has been rehabilitated again  

having its own Gada element and structure. Thanks to the Tulama people  who initiated the 

Macca Oromo peoples of Horro for the re- revival of Gada system at Horro Woreda, at Odaa 

Bulluq tree. So, currently Irrecha Malaka ceremony has been performed under Odaa Bulluq tree 

in attractive manner, at the same time there was the meeting of elders and  Abba Gada at the 

office of Abba Gada at the Odaa tree. Nevertheless, this historical as well as heritage site, the so 

called Odaa Bulluq has not been officially supported by governmental and nongovernmental 

organizations for its sustainability. In addition, though, the area of the Odaa Bulluq tree its 

boundary was demarcated, and master plan has been made, little attention has been given on 

behalf the concerned bodies and the local government. Besides, some peoples don't have detail 

knowledge about the Gada culture and the ritual process carried out under the Odaa Bulluq tree. 

As a result of this, there is hidden opposition especially from some religious followers like 

protestants and other religious sects. This opposition was mainly depending on the ritual and 

sacrifice carried out under the Odaa tree. So, this might be a little bit an obstacle. Hence, this 

should be corrected by giving awareness for the people about the value of culture and the 

tradition of Oromo. 
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The other informant whom I met and interviewed during my field work in Horro woreda was   

government officer and told me about the current challenges of  Odaa bulluq by starting from the 

definition and the meaning of Odaa saying that, Odaa has great value behind the Oromo culture 

i.e., it is considered as the sources of fertility and bless it is an identity of Oromo, water can 

originate under it, it is wet have large trunks, the shade of Odaa tree has been served as shield 

from strong sun light and it is the central office of Gada government,  where Irrecha festivity and 

ritual ceremony carried out under it. As far as Odaa Bulluq is concerned, it is really our heritage 

re revived again from its long absence. Now it has been reflecting the culture of Horro Oromo 

since Gada elements are practicing now. However, there are some limitations to be improved 

these are; the inability of conservation of the natural resources around the Odaa Bulluq, the lack 

of appointment of skilled personnel on cultural and tourism office, specially professionals men 

on heritage science, sociology, social science and Anthropology. Generally, government has to 

monitor and allot budget for conservation and rehabilitation of this heritage site. Because, this 

may help the sustainability of our culture the Gada system and strengthening of heritage site. 

According to Some Sources, Conservation is all activities involved in the protection and 

retention of heritage resources. It Includes the study, protection, development, administration, 

maintenance and interpretation of heritage resources, whether they are objects, buildings or 

structures, or environments.
189

 

Jong H.Lim stated that, "the concept of „conservation‟ was based on activities intended to 

preserve a site, or building‟s original state with authenticity or to repair damaged parts of the 

heritage with various intervention methods in order to extend the life of the cultural property. 

However, each intervention was different according to the types of the materials as well as the 

buildings."
190
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Jong H. Lim ,Archeological Site Management Planning: Focused on a Study of Management Guidelines for 

Hwangryong Temple Historic Site, University of Pennsylvania, 2005. 
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During my field work, another informant, whose age was 45 years told me, about current 

condition of Odaa Bulluq saying that the current condition on going at Odaa bulluq is good. This 

means the Gada system periodically undergoing, Irrecha ceremony is well preformed according 

to the reality. However, there are critics from some orthodox and protestant followers about the 

ritual and sacrifice under going under Odaa tree (Odaa Bulluq). To this end, this opponent 

groups are prohibiting the people from participating in the ceremony by connecting situations, 

with their religious doctrine. So this may not be good, as to me culture and religion are separable. 

If these things are not corrected I fear that, the prestige of Odaa Bulluq may decline. 

Nevertheless, if we struggle and teach the society about the value of culture and the distinctions 

between culture and religion I hope we may sustain this cultural heritage and transfer to the 

generation. 

Generally, the sustainability of one culture and norm among the society depends on the attempt 

made by the educated people to create awareness and solidarity of people. Besides, the desire for 

training each other of the people by giving the necessary attention including concerned bodies 

playing pivotal role for the protection of the culture. To this end, we can say that, the motive 

behind preservation of intangible and tangible cultural heritage emanate from the awareness 

given from educated people as well as  the unity and the stand the society do have to promote 

their culture. 

In another context, as we can see from preceding explanation conservation is on one side  

preserving the existing state of a heritage resource from destruction or change, on the other side 

repairing damaged parts of the heritage with various intervention methods. Hence, depending on 

the suggestion of the respondents  it is logical that if Odaa Bulluq is well conserved and 

protected,  its heritage would pass to the fourth coming generation 
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7. Conclusion 

The Gada system is an indigenous Oromo traditional government that had been started by Oromo 

people in the pre-sixteenth century. According to many scholars, there is no clear evidence that 

when, how and why Gada system was introduced in Oromo life. However, it is agreed that by 

many researchers it had been operating in well organized system since the first quarter of 16th 

century. From its terminology Gada system is a system  that holds the social, cultural, political, 

and religious system of Oromo, in which power was transferred from one Gada grade to the 

other within eight years. 

Many historical scholarly works asset that the Oromo people originated from the table land of 

Bale, south east Ethiopia  in the area of Mada Walabu. However, in Mada Walabu, the  land 

could hardly accommodate them, as a result of, the growing number of cattle and population. 

Accordingly, by leaving their initial Gada office and the original center of residence -Madda 

Walabu they started expansion to west and east directions. During the time of expansion they 

had been never forgotten, the traditional administration system the Gada system, that helped 

them greatly in their expansion.  

In Oromo tradition understanding the Gada system requires, understanding the meaning and the 

value of Odaa tree (sycamore), in relation to its socio- cultural, political and religious activities 

for Oromo people because they are inseparable. In other word, as it was revealed in the thesis, 

one can't understand the meaning of Gada without knowing the value and functions  Odaa, 

would it have for the Oromo society. Odaa is the center of Gada, where Gada office takes place, 

like law making process and the socio- cultural and ritual ceremonies. Hence, there were five 

major Gada centers (offices) the so called 'Odaa' in Oromia. One of them is Odaa Bulluq, which 

is found in Horro Guduru Wellega Zone. According to tradition, though Odaa Bulluq was  

established late Odaa Walabu and  Nabee there was the practice of egalitarian system of  Gada 

government  since the beginning of 17th century. Besides, the egalitarian system of Gada 

government was interrupted for more than half a century in Odaa Bulluq, as a result of internal 

and external factors. Nevertheless, it was re-established again having its full structure and 

element by practicing Gada culture right now. 
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As it is already noted in the discussion part of the researcher's thesis, Odaa Bulluq is/was the 

center of heritage for  the Horro Guduru Wollega Zone in reflecting the culture and identity of 

Oromo in general and Horro Guduru Wollega Zone in particular. According to my findings the 

central office of Gada known as Odaa had many meanings, values and implications in Oromo 

socio-cultural, political and religious systems. However, detailed historical investigation has not 

been conducted extensively and the value had been rarely treated in Oromo literature. In 

addition, the study also shows, in Odaa Bulluq, the Gada system has been rehabilitated again 

and started working properly for nearly two decades, in very good manner with its structure and 

element after its long absence with Irrecha culture. 

Nevertheless, from the analysis of  the study and the  reality point of view, there were some 

limitations observed from the concerned bodies, the governmental and nongovernmental 

organizations and the community as a whole. So, the result of the study witnesses the 

concerned bodies have to discharge their responsibilities, with regard to conservation and 

management to enhance the existing heritage site. At the end, this would help to create, an 

awareness for the sustainability of the Gada culture by promoting the value of Odaa tree(the 

office of Gada) among the  Oromo society. 
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8.  Recommendations 

As already indicated Odaa Bulluq is one of the known cultural heritage sites that is existed in 

Oromia regional state Horro Guduru Wollega Zone. This historical and heritage site of  Gada 

center began to serve as the socio-cultural, political, and religious institution of Horro Guduru  

Wollega Oromo since the beginning of seventeenth century. Even though, it has many positive 

socio- cultural and religious aspects, as heritage sites, depend on the analysis of the study the 

researcher point out the following points to be improved. 

A. The Gada center the so called Odaa Bulluq is the historical and heritage  sites of Horro 

Oromo so the concerned bodies, local district peoples,  the zone culture and Tourism 

office have to give an extraordinary consideration, for its conservation and management 

system. 

B. The central government and the Zonal officials have to employ and assign the right 

professionals and experts required for Horro Woreda and Zonal culture and tourism 

office in order to promote and conserve the historical and heritage sites of Odaa Bulluq. 

C. The government has to allot the required budget for the conservation and management of 

Odaa Bulluq so as to build Abba Gada bureau and other offices for the sustainability of 

the heritage sites. 

D. Depend on the analysis of the study the researcher recommended that, the concerned 

committees, local peoples, as well as Culture and Tourism  Bureau, have to follow up 

and protect the area of Odaa Bulluq from deforestation. 

E. The analysis of the study witnessed that, the government must appoint the cultural and 

Tourism bureau officers and top level managers, professionals who are qualified in 

History and heritage management, and other related fields like Anthropology, and social 

sciences for successful preservation of Odaa Bulluq sites. 

F. The Culture and Tourism Bureau office professionals have to create an awareness and 

give the necessary training about the Gada system and the value of culture for the 

community. This would help the religious leaders and the society to get the concept of 
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relationships and  differences between culture and religion, including its meaning. In 

doing so, the people can easily identify and understand the meaning of ritual and 

sacrifices going  under Odaa Bulluq without any confusion during Gada system. Hence, 

this would help the strengthening and continuity of the Odaa Bulluq as heritage site. 

G. The Woreda, the Zonal Culture and Tourism bureau have to pay strong attention to 

conserve heritage sites by agitating educated people in the area for historical survey 

specially on Odaa Bulluq, in the case of  method of safe guarding and its continuity. In 

addition, professionals and educators have to work on documentation process of Odaa 

Bulluq. This may help on one hand maximizing its recognition as heritage site. On the 

other side, it helps to increase its value to the public through different social media. At 

the end, this would help the gradual  development of  the area as tourism oriented in 

come. 

H. In general, governmental, and nongovernmental organizations including Culture and 

Tourism Bureau and society at large, have to work in collaboration on conservation and 

management system of Odaa Bulluq, professionally, financially and morally to 

strengthen and enhance its  sustainability as heritage sites. In doing so, it is possible to 

transfer this cultural heritage site in very good manner to the next generation. 
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Lists of informants 

 

No 

 

Nameof the informant 

 

Sex 

 

Age 

 

Responsibility in the 

society 

 

Kebele/area 

 

Dateof data 

collecton  

 

Job 

1 Gadafa Tolera M 60 Elder Shambu02 20/9/2010 NGO worker 

2 Olani Wakwaya M 35 ZonalCul&Tourism 

expert. 

Shambu02 23/9/2010 Gov't officer 

3 Olani Huluqa M 55 Horroworeda cul 

&Tourism expert 

Sekela town 23/9/2010 Gov't officer 

4 Name Ayano M 59 Gada member Sekela town 15/9/2010 farmer 

5 Adugna Damasa M 70 Gada leader Horro woreda 19/10/2010 Farmer 

6 Abonesh Bato F 37 Horroworeda cul 

&Tourism council 

Shambu 01 20/10/2010 Gov't officer 

7 Kenate Aga M 44 Horroworeda cul 

&Tourism expert 

Shambu 01 20/10/2010 Gov't officer 

8 Name Kitata M 75 Gada official Sekela town 23/9/2010 farmer 

9 Likkisa Hulluqa M 72 Elder Oda Bulluq 15/9/2010 farmer 

10 Abera Kinati M 71 Elder Oda Bulluq 15/9/2010 Farmer 

11 Takele Ganfure M 62 Zonal Cul &Tourism 

leader 

Shambu 01 20/10/2010 Gov't officer 

12 Dagate Damasa F 92 Elder Horro wored 20/10/2010 Farmer 

13 Fita Chala M 75 Elder Horro wored 20/10/2010 Farmer 

14 Warquu Dabaloo M 74 Elder Sekela 23/10/2010 Trader 

15 Dago Basha F 65 Gada Member Chabir 15/9/2010 Farmer 

16 Biru Fita M 66 Gada secretary Shambo 02 22/10/2010 Gov't officer 

17 Kitessa Balis M 73 Vise presedant of 

Gada 

Sekela 21/10/2010 Self worker 

18 Dabala Dekama M 62 Gada leader Kistana 25/10/210 Farmer 

19 Fayera Fufi M 27  participant Sekela 15/9/2010 Teacher 

20 Soroma Edosa M 30 Folle Haro Aga 25/92010 Farmer 

 

key 

Cul - culture  

Gov't - Government 

NGO - Non Governmental Organization 
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  Photograph showing Irecha ceremony during september taken from culture and Tourism bureau. 

 

 

 

Photograph of Gada ceremony around Odaa Bulluq taken from culture and tourism bureau  
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Picture of Odaa taken  from Horro culture and Tourism Bureau   in soft copy by researcher    
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